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Celebrating
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60 years
ELLIE FAULKNER

STAFF WRITER
The University of San
Diego has come a long way
since its beginnings in the
1940s. USD's first student body
of 50 students would be dwarfed
by our current student body of
roughly 7,200 undergraduate
and graduate students. The uni
versity is rapidly growing in
national prominence and 2009
marks USD's 60th anniversary.
To celebrate this occasion, the
university has decided to incor
porate a 60th anniversary twist
to every calendar event for
2009. Look for the anniversary
logo at sporting contests and
various other university events
on-campus.
We celebrate by looking
back at our history. Together,
Mother Rosalie Hill and The
Most Reverend Charles F.
Buddy imagined two Catholic
institutions of higher learning
on the hilltop of Alcala Park,
San Diego. Plans to begin the
See ANNIVERSARY, page 2

Students drop
vices for Lent

A Border Patrol Agent stands guard as Mexican citizens peek through steel pillars on the Mexico - United States border.

Bordering on friendship
The costs of the U.S.-Mexico border fence

MOSES UTOMI
STAFF WRITFR

Sophomore
Daniella
Baldeon had a hard time scan
ning the booths of the Alcala
Bazaar last Thursday, but not
because she was overwhelmed
by the involvement opportuni
ties. It was because she had
given up desserts for Lent.
"I was completely morti
fied by the excess of cupcakes,
brownies, cookies and donuts
everywhere," Baldeon said. "I
almost broke."
Freshman Kevin Carothers
opted to give up something he
doesn't like for the Christian
liturgical season of Lent swearing. "I do it too much,"
he said. "[Lent] is a time for
self-purification, getting rid of
vices."
For the rest of the 40
days, Baldeon and Carothers
will be among the hundreds of
Christians on campus who are
sacrificing something in obser
vation of Lent. Along with the
sacrifice, students will engage
in almsgiving, frequent prayer
and fasting.
"Lent initially started as a
one day fast in preparation for
Easter," Dr. Dennis Krouse,
of the Theology and Religious
Studies Department said. "It
wasn't until the fourth cen
tury that we had the idea of 40
days."
Since then, the Lenten
tradition has become one of
the more identifiably Chris
tian
practices, permeating

See LENT, page 2

ANDREW KHOURI and
NATHAN MATHEW
STAFF WRITFRS

"Not another death."

For years, Friendship Park
has served as a gathering place
and reunion site for American
and Mexican citizens. Separated
by a row of steel pillars on the
border, people from both sides
could come together, reunite with
loved ones, and even share com
munion.
But due to the construction
of a 3.5 mile multi-layer border
fence the park has been closed.
The Department of Homeland
Security announced on Dec. 23,
2008 that access to the park would
be prohibited amid construction.
The new fence will permanently

close down the park and deny any
opportunity for estranged family
and friends to come together.
Friendship Park is located
inside Border Field State Park.
President Richard Nixon and
then gov. Ronald Reagan created
Border Field State Park in the
1970s to serve as an international
gesture of goodwill.
USD
alumnus
Paul
O'Sullivan and his wife, a Mexi
can citizen, picked Friendship
Park as their wedding site. "We
chose the park to symbolize the
union of an American and Mexi
can marrying and the coming
together of two families and cul
tures," O'Sullivan said.
Enrique Morones of Border
Angels feels Friendship Park is

unique. "It's the only place in
California where people on both
sides of the border can come to
gether and see family," Morones
said.
Public Affairs Officer for the
U.S. Border Patrol Mark Endicott
claims the ban is justified. The
ban on access is "based on our
border security mission and to
assure the safety of border agents
and the public," Endicott said.
With a goal of preserving
Friendship Park, immigrant rights
organizations, environmentalists
and numerous religious congre
gations have formed a coalition
called Friends of Friendship

See IMMIGRATION, page 5

Bias-motivated acts continue despite campus response
Vandalism in the Legal Research Center is latest in string of hateful events
LIZ BUCKLEY

EDITOR IN CHIEF
The Legal Research Center
is the latest target of a bias-mo
tivated statement and hate crime.
The incidents were reported on
Feb. 23 and Feb. 27, bringing the
total hate crimes and bias-related
incidents on-campus to six for the
month of February.
The most recent incident
included hand-drawn images of
a swastika, the Star of David and
the comment "We Will Survive"

written in ink on a wall in the
Lower Level of Legal Research
Center where microfilms, histori
cal documents and other super
seded materials are located.
Ruth Levor, Interim Director
of the Legal Research Center re
ported the crime to Public Safety
after a staff member told her of
the vandalism.
In her 16 years working at
the Legal Research Center the
two cases in the past week are
the only incidents that she can
recall where the library has been

involved.
"We are really sorry about
the things that have taken place
in the Legal Research Center,"
Levor said.
Todd Headden, Class Rep
resentative of the Graduate Stu
dent Council and third year law
student said, "Intolerance will
always exist, yet this struck me as
something beneath the USD com
munity."
In response staff members
have posted signs around the
library that state: "The Legal

Research Center is a hate speech
free zone." The staff has also been
instructed to be particularly alert
to these kinds of issues.
In the case of the Feb. 23 in
cident, the Department of Public
Safety was able to identify and
obtain a confession from the
individual responsible for the ho
mophobic statements written on a
chalkboard in a public study room
in the Legal Research Center.
The "Community on Patrol"

See CRIME, page 3
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ANNE SLAGILL
NEWS FDITOR

Word of the week:

Neighbor

My neighbors mind their
own business and I do my best
to return the favor. The result has
been peaceful coexistence, until
now. The San Diego County
Water Authority is out to upset
the balance, and fast, by con
verting my carefree neighbors
into prying water police.
This so-called authority has
distributed yellow door-hangers
for my neighbors to dispense at
will, but I pray that they won't.
"Dear neighbor, our region is
facing a serious water short
age," the cordial message on the
hanger reads. "While passing by
your home, I noticed the follow
ing:"
The nosy neighbor may
check one or more of five waste
ful water offenses. My personal
favorite reads, "Your sprinklers
are on during the day." It is
followed by unsolicited advice
about the most efficient hours
for lawn irrigation.
This brings me to the ety
mology of the word "neighbor,"
According to Charles Hodgson
of podictionary.com, the Old
English word "boor" means the
place where someone lives and
the word "neigh" means near.
So the word neighbor liter
ally means a person who lives
nearby.
When I was little, I thought
that the term "neighbor" could
only be applied to the four fami
lies living directly next door; to
the left, right, front or back of
our property. I later learned that
anyone in the community could
be called a neighbor in a loose
sense of the term. This explains
why The San Diego County
Water Authority has provided
me with no less than five door
hangers. Now I can presume to
be a watchdog for anyone living
nearby, not just my four adja
cent neighbors.
According to The San
Diego Union-Tribune, water
authority officials are spending
$68,000 to print and distribute
1.75 million of these hangers.
Their hope is that San Diego
residents will voluntarily reduce
their water use by about 20 gal
lons per day. Perhaps the agency
should have considered the fact
that their quest for conservation
has resulted in the waste of ap
proximately 1.75 million pieces
of paper. At least there will be
fewer trees suffering when we
run out of water.
The door hangers were
distributed in Sunday's edi
tion of The Union-Tribune and
are available for download at
20gallonchallenge.com. Those
who wish to probe into their
neighbors' lives without wast
ing printer ink can also pick up
hangers at one of 24 local water
agencies.
But if your neighbor really
needs a friendly reminder about
water conservation, I advise a
woman-to-woman chat. Anony
mous yellow notes are some
what off-putting. Wouldn't you
say?

1780 Pennsylvania becomes
the first American state to abolish
slavery.

1953 The Academy Awards are
first broadcast on television by
NBC.

1931 The United States offi
cially adopts "The Star-Spangled
Banner" as its national anthem.

1861 Abraham Lincoln is inau
gurated as the 16th president of
the United States.

1926 The first transatlantic tele
phone call is made from New York
City to London.

1957 Georgia petitions the U.S.
Congress to declare the ratification
of the 14th and 15th Amendments
to the U.S. Constitution null and
void.

1990 Nelson Mandela is elected
deputy President of the African
National Congress.

1998 NASA announces that
the Clementine probe orbiting the
Moon has found enough water to
support a human colony.

1899 Bayer registers aspirin as
a trademark.

HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Campus celebrates 60 years
ANNIVERSARY, continued
construction of the university
were delayed by World War II. In
1949 groundbreaking began and
eventually the San Diego College
for Women and San Diego Univer

sity comprised of the College for
Men and the Law School opened.
Roughly 50 students were en
rolled in each school. Eventually
the men's and women's colleges
joined in 1972 to form the Uni
versity of San Diego. The original
seven buildings were Camino,
Founders, Serra, Maher, Warren
Hall and the Paradee Legal Re
search Center. Most recently,
Mother Rosalie Hill Hall was
added, and the Student Life Pa
vilion is scheduled to open in fall
of 2009. All of USD's history
information can be found at
\ sandiego.edu/about/history.
Students appreciate this
history, and are excited be a
part of the university during
J its time of growth. Fresh
man Marite Rayghda said,
"I've seen the logo around
campus and I'm excited that
my freshman year here has
coincided with USD's 60th an
niversary." Sophomore Milou
Teeling added, "Our university
is growing, and I'm glad that we
continue to expand the programs
available here." Our athletics

program has also grown to in
clude 17 teams, most of which
compete in the Division 1 West
Coast Conference. Junior Matt
West said, "The athletics and
academic programs continue
to grow in recognition and I'm
always proud to say that I'm a
student at USD."
However, many of the events
scheduled do not seem to be
geared to students or even well
announced to students. Junior
Marcus Greer echoed this senti
ment: "I wish that the university
would publicize this anniversary
more so that students could feel
more like they are a part of it."
Several alumni gatherings are
scheduled, as well as a dedication
ceremony for the Student Life
Pavillion, and finally culminat
ing in a Founders Gala event on
Nov. 14 .All info about the 60th
anniversary events can be found
at sandiego.edu/sixty. So, stand
up a little taller and take some
time this year to appreciate what
the university has become. Enjoy
celebrating what we are all very
fortunate to be a part of.

Lenten
offerings
LENT, continued
the national consciousness on
a Christmas-like level. With such
widespread exposure, misconcep
tions are bound to arise. One of
those misconceptions is the focus
on sacrificing a vice, rather than
strengthening the connection with
God.
"The idea of giving up some
thing is really not a notion from
Christianity," Krouse said. "When
you give a gift, it costs you some
thing, but you don't emphasize
the gift itself. You emphasize the
relationship it's deepening."
This Lenten season, Baldeon
intends to practice what Krouse
preaches. "Lent signifies a re
newal and strengthening of the
relationship with God," she said.
"If you don't let yourself go back
to your old ways, then it's worth
it; otherwise, you're wasting your
time. And I hope not to go back to
eating dessert five times a day."

Drug crackdown: by the numbers
N u m b e r

of
highr a n k i ng
operatives
in c h a r g e o f d i s t r i b u t i o n
o f illicit d r u g s c a p t u r e d .
ANDRES BARRAZA

STAFF WRITER
A two-year operation that
resulted in 750 arrests across the
United States came to a successful
end this past week when the Drug
Enforcement Administration dealt
a significant blow to the Sinaloa
Drug Cartel.
Although the network of drug

Tons of co
caine seized
during
the
operation.

distribution reached as far as Geor
gia, Maryland and Illinois, most of
the high-profile arrests were made
in San Diego and Imperial County,
emphasizing the role Southern
California plays in the drug and
weapons trade.
The U.S. and Mexican Gov
ernments have been in a violent
war with the Mexican dmg cartels
since Mexican President Felipe

Millions
I
l o t dollars
in
cash
recovered
during the last nation
wide string of arrests.
Calderon took office. The crack
down on the drug cartels has
resulted in a massive war being
fought in the streets of Mexico and
the United States. More than 7,000
drug-war-related deaths were
reported in the past year alone in
Mexico, and American cities such
as Phoenix and Atlanta.
U.S. Attorney General Eric
Holder stressed at a recent press

8

Tons of marijuana
seized during the
operation.

SOURCE: ASSOCIATED PRESS

conference the importance of
regulating the sale of high-grade
weaponry in the U.S., which arms
the Mexican dmg cartels. "U.S.
officials have a responsibility to
make sure Mexican police are
not fighting substantial numbers
of weapons, or fighting against
AK-47s or other similar kinds of
weapons that have been flowing to
Mexico," Holder said.
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A closer look at USD hate crime
Feb 9, Sacred Heart Hall (NROTC)

Feb 12, University Center

Public Safety received a report of a

Public Safety received a report of

bias-motivated statement written on

a bias-motivated incident incolving

an exterior wall.

vandalism to a poster promoting
the Women's Center.

Feb 9, Founders Hall
Public Safety received a re
port of a written hate crime
involving a homophopic and
derogatory

statement,

as

well as lewd pictures on door

Feb 23, Legal Research Center

decorations and walls.

Public Safety received a report
of a bias-motivated statement in
volving a homophobic statement
on a chalkboard.

Feb 27, Legal Research Center

Feb 7, Public Safety
Public Safety received a report of a
bias-motivated statement directed
to a Parking Services Staff involv
ing a homophobic statement.

Public Safety received a report
of a hate crime including hand
drawn images of a swastika, the
Star of David, and the comment
"We Will Survive" written in ink on
a wall within a public study room.

MARISSA WINKLERAHE VISTA

CRIME, continued
(COP) program has been
credited with the closing of the
case.
Becca Torres, Support Ser
vices Manager, said that COP is
not a specific group but rather
the entire USD community. "We
always ask that everyone take an
active role in crime prevention
on campus and the past event is
just one example of how a com
munity member stepped up and
reported something they saw."
Torres said that one univer
sity student and one university
staff member assisted in the in
vestigation.
Chief Larry Barnett, as
sistant vice president for Public
Safety, said that there are no new
leads for the Feb. 27 incident.
"Complicating factors include
that there was no solid time
frame for when the hate crime
occurred," Barnett said.
According to Hate Crimes
and Bias Incidents Response
Procedures, the vandalism is
considered hate crime and vio
lates California and university

policy law. Disciplinary action
up to expulsion of the university
could be taken.
The University's Sensitive
Issues Team has meet three times
in the last week to respond to the
situation of increased hate crime
and bias-motivated incidents. The
team is activated when a situation
occurs that has the potential to
have an impact on the students or
the university community.
The team is composed of vari
ous individuals within Student Af
fairs, Public Safety and the School
of Law, including the Assistant
Vice President of Student Affairs
for Student Wellness Dr. Moises
Baron.
"We are trained to deal with
all types of different situations,"
Baron said. "Our work is ongoing,
fluid, because no two situations
are the same."
The group is at present focus
ing on how to further educate the
campus community. "There are
students who are not aware or
choose not to be aware," Baron
said. "We want to make sure that
everyone understands what a hate
crime is."
Senior Anthony Kang, Vice

What can I do to make a difference?
• Learn more about community
organizations challenging hate on
campus.You can get involved in
promoting awareness and open
ness.
• Dispel prejudices and racist
ideas by taking the opportunity to
counter distorted views.
• If you know a victim, offer your
help, provide support, and show
the victim that you and the univer
sity community care about their
well-being. Encourage the victim
to report the incident.

• Do not write off hate crimes and
bias incidents as "pranks" or "bad
behavior." Follow the reporting
procedures listed above.
• Do not assume that someone else
has made a report of an incident
you observed or experienced.
Report the incident yourself.
• Do not participate in activities or
visit websites that perpetuate hate
ful or biased behavior.
• Be part of a community that does
not tolerate any act of discrimina
tion, harassment or hate

President of Multicultural Re
lations, heard about the recent
hate crime right before the
March of the Toreros, an event
sponsored by Associated Stu
dents during the University of
Diversity Week with the goal of
raising awareness of diversity
and inclusion.
Kang, who helped organize
the march, was initially disap
pointed. "It was disheartening,"
he said.
Yet Kang was inspired to
start a new group on campus
in response, The Student Life
Action Group, with representa
tives from various departments
of USD. At the first meeting
last Friday, the group discussed
working more closely with
groups such as Residence Life,
T-Squad and Greek Life to focus
on students that are unaware or
unfamiliar around the issues that
students face here at USD.
"It is up to students to take
action," Kang said. "We need
to create intimidation through
numbers and send a clear mes
sage to students from students
that this is not ok."

Hate Crime/Bias Incidents 2004-Present

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

MARISSA WINKLERAHE VISTA

With six reported on-campus incidents in 2009, the amount of crime
in two months has already surpassed previous years according to
the hate crime/bias incidents statistics on the Department of Public
Safety website.

What will USD do when it receives a report of an
alleqed hate crime or bias incident?
• Take every case seriously
• Meet promptly with the indi
vidual who made the report
• Discuss options and review this
Response Procedure
• Conduct, arrange for, or oversee
an investigation. As appropriate,
an investigation may involve the
appropriate local law enforce
ment agencies. The investigation
may be referred to, overseen or
conducted by other appropriate
university officials when a com

plaint falls within the scope of
another applicable policy, such as
the Policy Prohibiting Discrimina
tion and Harassment.
• Contact the appropriate campus
resources to provide help and sup
port (e.g., Counseling Center's on
call psychologist, Dean of Students
or designee,or another appropriate
university representative)
• All reports by or involving stu
dents will be forwarded to the
Dean of Students.

• All reports by or involving
employees will be forwarded to
Human Resources.
• As needed, arrange for appropri
ate reporting of the incident (e.g.
on the San Diego County Hate
Crimes Registry or as part of
the Annual Safety and Security
Report)
• As appropriate, the university's
Critical Incident Response Team
or the Sensitive Issues Team will
be convened to respond to the situ
ation and take appropriate action.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT

FEB 23 - 28

February 23

Location: JOAN B. KROC INSTITUTE

FOR PEACE & JUSTICE

At 5:32 p.m. a Parking Services em
ployee on routine patrol noticed two open
containers of alcohol in the backseat of a
vehicle. The student was contacted and
cited for Minor in Possession.

February 25

Location: MISSION PARKING

At 12:13 pin. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of a verbal alterca
tion that had involved two commuter stu
dents. Upon investigation, one student had
followed an individual to her parking space,
while another student allegedly cut her off
and shouted profanities, while parking in
the available spot.The student was cited for
disrespecting a community member.
Location: MOTHER ROSALIE HILL
HALL

vidual was contacted, identified as a com
muter student, and was cited for attempting
to vandalize university property.The student
had recently been given a parking citation,
and apologized for his actions.

February 26

Location: MISSION PARKING

Location: ALCALA WEST AREA

At 5:44 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety observed a male subject wandering
around the West Parking Structure. Upon
investigation, the individual was contacted
and determined to be a guest of a resident
student. The individual was brought back to
the student's room.

At 3:37 pjm. the Department of Public
Safety received a report that two individu
als were skateboarding in a parking lot and
disturbing nearby businesses. Upon investi
gation, one individual was contacted, iden
tified as a resident student, and was cited
for violating the university policy regarding
skateboarding. Due to the student's aware
ness of the policy, and his several contacts
regarding skateboarding violations, his
skateboard was confiscated pending his
Student Affairs discipline outcome.

Location: MAHER HALL
At 7:28 pm. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of possible mari
juana use in a residence hall. Upon inves
tigation, one resident student was cited for
possession of marijuana and paraphernalia.

February 27

At 1:29 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety observed an individual attempt to
push a Parking Services cart over on video
surveillance. Upon investigation, the indi

images of a swastika, the Star of David, and
the comment "We Will Survive" written in
ink on a wall within a public study room. A
university employee first noticed the images
and comments on Feb. 26, but did not notify
Public Safety until 11:51 a.m. on Feb. 27.

Location: LEGAL RESEARCH CENTER

Department of Public Safety received a
report of a hate crime in the Legal Research
Center. The offense included hand drawn

Location: SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA
At 10:20 pan. the Department of Public
Safety responded to assist a Resident Assis
tant with students who had alcohol in their
room. Upon investigation, three students
were cited for Hosting and Minor in Pos
session, and six students were cited for
Being in the Presence of Alcohol. None of

Women's Center hosts retreat
ANGELA GARCIA
STAFF WRITFR
Picture a trip with a large
group of women who have never
met. The Empower Leadership
Retreat proved to be anything but
catty. This past weekend 34 USD

women took a trip to Palomar
Mountain where they shared an
experience.
While leadership was a focal
point of the retreat, identity proved
to be a significant component.
Seeking to lay a strong foundation,
each participant embarked on her
personal journey to self-discovery
and identification as a woman
and a leader. During this process,
feelings of vulnerability, anxiety,
empowerment and accomplish
ment surfaced. The retreat aimed
to create a community of support
for women leaders.
Director of the Women's
Center, Erin Lovette-Colyer en
visioned creating a space for em
powerment through this retreat.
"[My goal was] for everyone to
walk away feeling empowered
and to create that for someone
Home in Friars Villagetownhomes, steps to USD. Fabulous
upgrades include A/C, stainless
steel appliances, remodeled
bathroom, engineered wood
floors, vista views, privacy,

else," Lovette-Colyer said.
Over the weekend, women
shared personal storiesand made
close connections. Many found it
remarkable that a group of women
who were strangers just a week
ago became a sisterhood.
Participants created an en
vironment of confidentiality and
safety with the guidance of fa
cilitators. Through expression of
childhood memories, traumatic
experiences and dreams of bright
futures, each participant explored
her own personal story and how
it can be used to guide her as a
leader.
Junior Ana Barrios felt that
the connections made between
participants were most significant.
"I found a lot of parallels between
others' stories and my own. I
learned most from the similarities
between our struggles," Barrios
said.
Inspiration,
motivation,
laughter and tears were com
monly shared sentiments. Asso
ciate Professor of Theology and
Religious Studies Evelyn Kirkley
served as a facilitator. She was
CLASSIFIEDS
3-car parking. Excellent value.
Offered at $325,000. Call Pauline
619-995-3663. More at www.TheGoldenRuleAgent.com.
Neuner Retirement Services Team

most impressed with the level of
trust and openness. "The depth
of story-telling; how participants
were willing to go beyond superfi
cial conversation and be authentic
with each other," Kirkley said.
The retreat was an educa
tional one. Freshman CC Kaunang
said that retreats are important
for growth. "It gives students a
different sense of education that
cannot be taught in the classroom.
Students come away with an ex
perience that will truly open their
minds," Kaunang said.
Each woman expressed her
desire and passion for USD to
become a better place since both
students and faculty feel that the
issues around diversity and inclu
sion no longer exist. They want a
place where differences are truly
welcomed, valued and embraced.
Together this group of women
aspires to lead and motivate others
to be the change they seek. The
women of the Empower Leader
ship Retreat would like to chal
lenge the entire USD community
to find purpose and make a differ
ence.
of Wachovia Securities is hiring
interns. If you are interested in
gaining experience in the market
ing and financial services indus
try, send your resume to jonathan.
tucker@wachoviasec.com
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Location: ALCALA WEST AREA
At 8:47 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety observed two individuals transfering
several cans of unknown liquid from a vehi
cle into a bag in the parking lot. Upon inves
tigation, the individuals were contacted, one
was identified as a resident student and was
found to be carrying several cans of beer in
his backpack. The student agreed to take a
Preliminary Alcohol Screen test. Due to the
high BAC of the student, he was voluntarily
transported to Detox. The other individual
was determined to be a guest of the student
and was not in possession of any alcohol.

live their lives, and what they
really need. For example, perhaps
because a student can't afford
University Ministry hosted movie tickets anymore, perhaps he
a discussion panel called will spend more time in his living
"Simple Living" Thursday. It room talking with his loved ones.
was a part of the Signs of the "At the present, I'm being more
Times Dialogue Series orga careful about spending money
nized by Director of the Center when I go out with friends," fresh
for Christian Spirituality Sister man Alyssa Powers said.
Barbara Quinn. The discussion
"Christ said where your
began with the song "Simple treasures are, is where your heart
Gifts," written by Jospeh Brack will be also. Simple living is
ed Jr. in 1848.
when you don't feel like you need
The panel focused on the stuff to be somebody; you can be
difficulties of the current eco content with just the company of
nomic climate and the impor your loved ones," senior Reginald
tance of simplifying lives. A Taylor said.
religious angle was present at
The recession also forces
times during the talk.
people to realize how their life
The modern age is over styles impact the planet as they
whelmed with an excess of aim to cut back on energy costs.
consumption, overabundance of
Also, as everyone begins to
choices and a relentless pace of feel the strains of the economy,
life that leaves most oversched- compassion for the poor rises.
uled. The recession is of course Freshman Graham Smirgel said,
a trying time, but the aim of the "It's in times like these that
discussion was to help the audi people begin to bond because of
ence see that there actually is a a common threat. Society depends
gift within the recession.
on each other more because we
The gift is that it forces can no longer afford to isolate
students to reexamine how they ourselves."

Allyson Hunt - Asst. News Editor

URL - www.usdvista.oom

At 12:18 pm. the Department of Public
Safety observed an individual park in the
fire lane near the JCP. Upon investigation,
the student was contacted, identified as a
commuter student and asked to move her
vtbicle. The student allegedly made rude
gestures and then verbally accosted the offi
cer. The student was cited for disrespecting
an official representative of the university.

ELLIE FAULKNER
STAFF WRITER
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Panel shares tips for living simply

Carrie Widder- Arts & Culture Designer

Arts & Culture - (619) 260-7848

February 28

Get basic

Anne Slagill - News Editor

Business - (619) 260-4714

the students had been
drinking.
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ABOVE: Agents de
tain a hand-cuffed
Rev. John Fanestil.
SIDE: Friends of
Friendship Park
march to mourn its
closing.
BELOW: Agents
confront Mexican
citizens as the
press looks on.
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Friendship Park
shut down
IMMIGRATION, continued
Park. On Feb. 21, the first
day the U.S. Border Patrol en
forced its policy of no access, the
Friends of Friendship Park held a
demonstration. Their goal was to
gain access to the newly restricted
area and share communion with
those on the Mexican side of the
fence.
The Rev. John Fanestil of
the United Methodist Church
and member of the coalition to
save Friendship Park says people
should be able to access the fence.
"People have been coming here
forever and our goal is to retain
public access," Fanestil said.
The demonstration consisted
of a march to the restricted area
where a religious ceremony was

held. The demonstrators prayed
and sang hymns. Six minutemen
attempted to disrupt the service,
chanting "Deport illegal's now,"
"Wake up America" and "A Civil
War is coming."
As Fanestil attempted to cross
and give communion to those on
the Mexican side of the fence,
he was stopped and detained by
Border Patrol. Fellow activist Dan
Watman was also detained. Mem
bers of the coalition were denied
access to the fence but vowed to
return and fight for their cause.
Senior Elyana Delgado was
troubled by the day's events and
the presence of the minutemen. "It
is sad there is hate for people who
are just trying to survive and give
their family a better life," Delgado
said.

^
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Over and
over again
Albert Einstein once said
"insanity is doing
the same
thing over and over again and
expecting a different result."
After issuing four separate bail
outs, totaling more than $170
billion, to failing insurance
company American Insurance
Group, the U.S. government can
now be pronounced clinically
insane.
Monday the latest install
ment of this bailout-a-thon was
released as AIG was issued an
other $30 billion in federal bail
out money. This is, of course,
on top of die nearly $150 billion
AIG has already received. The
drama started back in Septem
ber, when AIG was issued its
first $85 billion bailout from the
Federal Reserve Bank of New
York. After spending $444,000
of that money on an all-expens
es-paid retreat to California for
top executives, AIG received an
additional sum of $37 billion
from the Federal Reserve Bank
in October.
AIG then did what any
grateful company, who had just
received more than $130 billion
in bailout money from the Fed
eral Reserve, would do; they
spent $86,000 on an English
hunting trip. In response to the
trip, AIG remarked, "We regret
that this trip was not cancelled."
Yathink?
Luckily, AIG wouldn't
have to worry too much about
how to pay for the hunting trip
as they would receive another
$40 billion bailout in November,
this time from the U.S. Treasury
Department. Now, I know at
this point it seems redundant,
but I guess I'll ask: what do you
think AIG did upon receiving
that money? You guessed it;
they spent another $343,000 on
a trip to a lavish resort in Phoe
nix, Ariz. No worries, though,
I'm sure they regretted not can
celing that trip either.
Since receiving this last
bailout in November, AIG has
done something special, some
thing I'm sure few corporations
in the world could do: they lost
$62 billion in three months. Ac
cording to AIG's own quarterly
statement the company posted a
2008 fourth quarter earning of
negative $61.7 billion. Naturally
the U.S. government responded
by issuing the latest $30 billion
bailout to AIG.
So let's recap, shall we?
After its first bailout, AIG went
on a trip to California. After its
second, AIG killed some stuff
in England. After the third, they
took another trip to Arizona.
And now, just before receiving
its fourth multi-billion dollar
bailout from the U.S. govern
ment, AIG posted a quarterly
earning of negative $60 billion.
Do we see the pattern yet, or
should we just keep hoping for
a different result? "Insanity is
doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting a dif
ferent result."

Opinion Editor: Ryan Plourde
rplourde@usdvista.com

Chinese goverment censors Tibet
BEN ZVAIFLER
STAFF WRITFR
While watching TV, listening
to the radio and reading the news
paper, I am constantly confronted
with the same stories that seem
to never develop. Our economic
state continuously fails, wars
rage across the Middle East, our
weather is perfect and the Lakers
still sit at the top of the NBA rank
ings. Rarely do I hear breaking
news about the hardships of those
individuals that lie beyond our
borders. Human rights atrocities
plague millions of citizens daily
and take place in every continent
of the world, but strangely enough
we hear very little about any of
it. One of the worst perpetrators
of human rights over the course
of time has also been our largest
trade partner and overall benefac
tor, China.
Over the years Communist
China has restricted the freedoms
of its citizens and tortured or killed
those that oppose their rule. We
rarely hear about the daily atroci
ties that take place, and those we
do hear about most often get over
looked and even become accepted
by both the American media and
public. One of the many issues
that will go without notice for
years at a time is China's totali
tarian rule over Tibet. There was
minimal coverage of their tense
relationships and the bloody riots
that broke out a year ago, around
the time of the Olympics. After the
Olympics, the coverage seemed to
shift away as our nation's atten
tion was directed away from our
athletes' performance in Beijing.
But let me assure you that the ten
sion that was there a year ago is
even more of a factor today, and
it seems as though another bloody
outbreak may be in the near
future.
The end of February sparked
the onset of the Tibetan New Year
celebration, Losar. Tibetan monks
have reshaped the holiday, which
usually consists of up to 15 days
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of joyous celebration, into a series
of solemn chants and prayers.
Buddhist monks are using their
holiday as a silent protest of
those killed by Chinese govern
ment forces a year ago. As the
monasteries continue to fill with
protesters, the Chinese govern
ment has offered hundreds of
dollars to families who will agree
to celebrate the holiday, feast and
forget the oppression the Tibetan
people and Buddhist religion has
faced over the past 50 years of
Chinese control. Chinese news or
ganizations have been prohibited
to show the peaceful protests, and
instead focus on those who have
been paid to celebrate, in an effort
to brainwash all Chinese citizens.

With the New Year upon them,
the Tibetan people now face the
50-year anniversary of the exile of
their leader the Dalai Lama. The
Chinese government has strength
ened security forces throughout
Tibet, urged tourists not to visit
and banned outside media outlets
from entering the region. The cul
mination of the holiday's protests,
and the anniversary of both last
year's riots and the Dalai Lama's
exile are sure to stir up frustration,
and a desire for autonomy that has
been resonating in Tibetans for
50 years. Already, in resistance
to Chinese oppression, a monk
lit himself on fire while holding
a self-made Tibetan flag on Feb.
27. He was shot three times by

the Chinese police and taken away.
Whether he survived has not been
released to the media.
China's neglect to reach in
ternational standards and their
continual infractions on the citi
zens of Tibet is one of dozens of
humanitarian issues that needs
to be addressed by the American
government and leading powers
worldwide. The occasional sight
ing of a Free Tibet bumper sticker
or Save Darfur poster is not going
to stir up enough international pres
sure to make changes on a global
scale. Instead attention needs to be
drawn by the media, and examples
need to be set by the politicians
and governments who too often
look the other way.
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"In overcoming prejudice, working together is
even more effective than talking together."
- R a l p h W. S o c k m a n
In response to the recent string of hate crimes on the USD campus The Vista has decided to counteract the
negative words with positive ones. Help put an end to the hate being spread in our USD community.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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President George Bush will
be remembered for many things.
One of those is his total disregard
for the principles of fiscally re
sponsible government. Accord
ing to the Congressional Budget
Office, Bush's 2008 budget deficit
was a tidy $450 billion. Adding
these red dollars to the total na
tional debt, which has steadily
increased since 1969, Bush has
left the American people with a
bill of over $10 trillion. Based
on 2007 U.S. Treasury statistics,
the national debt increases every
second by over $42,000; that is
almost $4 billion per diem.
The recently passed stimulus
plan, which ended up costing $787
billion, is the first of many new
Democratic solutions to the cur
rent economic crisis, all of which
will add to America's budgetary
woes. Based on a report from the
CBO to Speaker Nancy Pelosi, the
net impact of the American Re
covery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 will contribute nearly $185
billion to the 2009 deficit. The
bail-outs of Fanny and Freddie
Mac will cost another $238 bil
lion. The Troubled Asset Relief
Program, created in the waning
weeks of the Bush presidency,
will cost a further $180 billion.
Taking into account $330 billion
in unexpected expenses on top
of those already mentioned, the
CBO predicted the 2009 deficit to

exceed $1.2 trillion — over double
what it was the last year of the
Bush administration.
Last week, in both an eagerly
expected press release and his
statement to Congress, President
Obama proposed an annual budget
with a deficit of almost $1.8 tril
lion. This proposal, which goes
far beyond the CBO prediction
of $1.2 trillion, includes billions
and billions of expected bank and
mortgage bailouts, as well as ex
penses working towards universal
socialized healthcare coverage.
But the most surprising compo
nent of the president's proposal
is his ludicrous personal pledge
to halve the deficit by the end of
his first term. This would require
a massive and unprecedented un
dertaking.
Many of the proposals
Obama has suggested so far will
do little to substantially decrease
the deficit given his commitment
to big state politics. Despite the
expected savings from the end
of the Iraq conflict, military ex
penses cannot be substantial cut.
In fact, given Obama's interest in
increasing action in Afghanistan
and other regions of the world,
the military budget can be ex
pected to increase.
Even
more
drastically,
Obama is prepared to allow the
Bush tax cuts to expire. These
incentives have been essential
to the promotion of a healthy
economy and the stimulus of the
middle class over the past four

years. These bi-partisan tax cuts
are essential to the maintenance
of a healthy economy. Without
them, recovery will be slow and
painful.
Finally, the current adminis
tration has pledged itself to going
"line by line" through the budget.
According to an article in the New
York Times on Feb. 27, Obama
has recognized universal blame
due for an "era of profound irre
sponsibility" that has resulted in
bloated bureaucracy and wasted
dollars. However, resistance to
attempts of and cutting wasteful
programs will be strong, espe
cially from Democrats. Obama is
not likely to get his way and the
likelihood of a veto of a Demo
cratic appropriations bill would
be unprecedented.
Despite the socialist propos
als so far promulgated by the
Obama administration, they are
at least done on account of some
sense of presidential mandate.
More importantly, they seem to
have some minimal level of im
partiality.
The proposal to eliminate
many agricultural subsidies, a
move detested by Democrats, is
to be commended. Still, Obama
is taking America down a dark
course in rejecting its capitalist
and free market past, while hap
pily embracing the deficits and
big brother politics of the social
ist states of the world. Such a
path will only delay economic
recovery and prosperity.
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Thousands of dollars
the deficit increases
each second.

Billons of dollars the

national deficit is
increasing every day.

Billions of dollars

spent on the economic
stimulus plan.

1.8

Trillions of dollars
estimated as national
deficit by Obama.

Do not send a text your grade cannot cash
Are professors too strict about technology in class?
AARON LEVINE

sSTAFF WRITER
Lately the issue of technol
ogy in the classroom has become
somewhat taboo for many stu
dents to discuss in front of pro
fessors.
For example, many profes
sors ask USD students not to use
their cell phones in class which
is understandable because of the
distraction they cause. Yet, some
professors have established a
system that punishes students
too harshly for violation of these
rules.
Personally, I have two pro
fessors who will lower a student's
grade each time they see an elec
tronic device out on their desk.
I ask, is it really appropriate to
lower a student's grade each time
they look at their phone to check
the time? No, it most certainly is

not.
Cell phones are obviously not
the only technology I am talking
about; many students prefer to
take notes in class on their com
puter in order to save time. By
typing on a computer, one has the
ability to keep up with the pace
of class in comparison to taking
notes the traditional way.
Of course when discussing
the use of laptops, the issue that
arises is the actual use of the
technology; are students going to
take advantage of the opportunity
to use their laptops in class and
surf the web, check their e-mail,
visit websites like Facebook and
goof off in class or will they be
responsible and pay attention to
the professor?
After attending this universi
ty for four years, I have observed
an even mixture of students dili
gently taking notes in class and

also students messing around
on their computers to kill time.
Should such students be using
their computer for activities not
centered on class? No.
The question is the follow
ing: why should students be
punished so harshly for this be
havior? As individuals attending
USD, we are adults and should
have the ability to use laptops or
cell phones at our own peril pro
vided that it is not a distraction to
other people.
The lesson of college isn't
always about the material learned
in class. Part of the lesson is being
a responsible adult and coming to
the realization that you are only
hurting yourself when using a
laptop or cell phone for personal
use in class.
I believe that further pun
ishing students who are already
punishing themselves by not

focusing at the right time is draconian.
College is about individual
growth. How are students ever
going to gain their own perspec
tive and grow if they can't even
make their own decisions about
using their laptops for class pur
poses instead of messing around
on the Internet?
A student should be able to
glance at their phone once in a
while to check the time without
being docked a letter grade. And
if such students do decide to take
advantage and text message and
surf the Internet in class, then it
is their own loss because they are
blowing their own education by
not being fully engaged in the
material.
Letting students be their own
adults and be smart enough to
make decisions would serve for
the most potential growth.

MELANIE LUCAS-CONWELL/THE VISTA

Street smarts,
liberal arts
The Dean of Arts and
Sciences has poorly chosen a
policy of silence, continuing
to ignore my two-week-old ar
ticle, "The cunning of liberal
arts." I continue to ask, how
can USD better arm its liberal
arts students in this increas
ingly vocational economy?
It's time to open the debate.
On another note, did
anyone hear what happened in
Beirut last week? Christopher
Hitchens, the hard-drink
ing, Irish atheist, got brutally
beaten for writing a comment
on a Naziesque political
poster. Well done, Chris.
As Hitchens stepped
off his plane onto the Beiruti
runway, blasted by the humid
Mediterranean air, he met up
with some colleagues for a
walk on the famous Hamra
Street. Coming around the
comer, he saw a political
poster for the Syrian Socialist
National Party. He was over
come by the urge to uncap his
Sharpie and scribble, "f***
the SSNP" for all eyes to see.
It was only moments later that
a band of SSNP thugs came
around the comer and beat
Hitchens into a vegetable.
So why Chris, why? It's
been bothering me all week.
In researching this affair, I
found that American journal
ist Michel Totten was not only
present for the whoopin', but
also posted an account on his
blog. But back to basics, why
did Christopher Hitchens, in
his first few hours in Beirut
of all places, feel obliged to
sharpie SSNP's propaganda?
The SSNP was founded
in Beirut in 1932 and modeled
after Hitler's fetish of Nazism.
Thus, the leadership today is
mostly made up of 70-yearold idealistic nuts calling for
a Fourth Reich disaster in
"greater Syria." Sexy history
aside, Hitchens was reacting to
the swastika that some SSNP
diehard decided to put on their
political contraband.
What interests me was
not the swastika, or the fact
that there are some crazies still
clinging to this bastard chap
ter of the European enlighten
ment; it is what Hitchens said
about this whole quagmire.
On Totten's blog, Hitchens
is quoted saying, "I think a
swastika poster is partly fair
game and partly an obligation.
You don't really have the right
to leave one alone."
Your first reaction might
be: "Wow, Hitchens is just as
idealistically driven as those
SSNP thugs who jumped
him." True. But it could also
be "Wow, Hitchens is spot on
for not tolerating the intoler
ance of Nazism."
Personally, it seems that
old Chris is as dumb as he is
smart. But what I can say with
certainty is that two summers
ago when I was observing the
various street clutter in mili
tia-ridden Beirut, I found the
merit of my liberal arts educa
tion: I became an intellectual
pacifist.
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Are sweatshops the cause of poverty or the symptom?
TOMAS MIRO
GUFST WRITFR

Many sweatshop critics, in
cluding last week's article linking
our bookstore's clothing supplier
with sweatshops, often ignore
the consequences of enforcing
our Western standards on what
we believe to be malicious for
eign factories. While most agree
that, relative to our own lives,
sweatshops offer abhorrently low
conditions and wage, the fact is
that these overseas factories offer
foreign workers significantly
better working conditions than
that of any other alternative. By
restricting businesses that rely on
sweatshops and demanding they
get paid higher wages, we are in
fact hurting the very people we
are trying to protect.
According to the World Bank,
40 percent of the world population
lives on less than $2 a day. With
out a job, many of these people
are faced with little if no alterna
tives. They often find themselves
resorting to crime, prostitution
and scavenging through trash for
food just to survive. Sweatshops

on the other hand offer opportu
nities to many that would have
otherwise not existed had critics
had their way.
Sweatshop critics often
pressure companies to increase
wages in overseas factories;
however, raising the cost of
labor presents two problems.
First, it increases the cost of
production and therefore re
duces the number of people a
company can afford to employ.
Consequently, if fewer people
are employed, fewer people
are faced with the opportunity
of working for a job that often
pays significantly more than the
average local pay. Secondly, the
employer, faced with increasing
costs of labor and thus increas
ing costs of production, must opt
to sell products at a higher price
to maintain viable profit.
If goods are then sold at a
higher price, we as consumers
are left with two options. Either
we purchase the item at a higher
cost, and are left with less money
to spend on other foreign-made
products that employ foreign
workers, or we choose to buy

another product and leave that
particular sweatshop with lower
production. Either way, sweat
shops and their employees will
suffer since they will be forced to
reduce staff in order to meet the
lower production requirements.
In the case of the Russell
Athletics incident cited by Anna
Barrios, the average apparel
worker in Honduras made $13.10
a day. In countries like Cambodia,
Haiti and Honduras, this is more
than double the average national
income. Last week's article misguidedly stated that unionization
and not economic factors played
a decisive role in the Russell
Athletics decision to close down
its Jerzees de Honduras ware
house. However, it is imperative
to understand that unionization is
in fact an economic issue. Com
panies hire workers overseas
because it is profitable; it allows
for them to not only maintain low
labor costs, but also provide lo
cally competitive wages. Raising
the cost of labor, as unionization
often does, eliminates the incen
tive for businesses to continue
expanding and employing people

" The best cure for the ills of
sweatshops is more sweatshops."
- Ian Maitland

from around the world. Had there
not been calls for unionization,
Russell Athletics would have
continued its operation at the
Jerzees de Honduras warehouse
where 1,800 employed workers
earned wages far exceeding local
market rate.
Another misconception is
that sweatshops actually make
the working conditions of the host
country more miserable, leading
to an aggregate decline in living
standards. However, historical
evidence suggests just the op
posite. Looking at countries like
Indonesia, Vietnam and China,
we see that overall standards
increase. Countries that encour
aged foreign investment through
sweatshops saw average incomes
and standards of living rise across

all levels of society.
In her article, Barrios argues
that engaging in business with
companies that rely on sweat
shops is unethical and that in
doing so, USD is supporting an
abusive corporation. In this piece,
I only wish to advance a differ
ent perspective and a hopefully
thought-provoking
response.
While it's terrible that businesses
depend on such disparate wages,
we must not blindly sideline
against corporations that rely on
foreign operations, but instead
reflect on the following; perhaps
the very nature of discouraging
such business transactions is
unethical. As Ian Maitland fa
mously put it, perhaps "the best
cure for the ills of sweatshops is
more sweatshops."

Smith costs himself millions by leaving Combine early
RUBIN RESNICK

pick, Smith could have expected to
earn around $35-45 million from
his initial contract, with at least
If you have ever seen the $30 million in guaranteed money.
movie "Good Will Hunting," then
Although he will have a
you are familiar with the ability to chance to show his skills at his Pro
act superior and even disinterested Day on March 11, his overall draft
towards individuals who are ac grade has dropped due to his lack
tively recruiting a talented person of performance at the Combine
for a job.
from Feb. 21 through the Feb. 24.
In the movie, Matt Damon's It has been estimated that he will
character completely blows off not be selected until the second
several
important
interviews round of the NFL draft on April
concerning highly-coveted jobs 25, losing potential tens of mil
because he knows he possesses a lions of dollars.
unique mind that is buttressed by a
Foregoing the fact that Smith
left Alabama as a junior, Smith's
photographic memory.
Similarly, the NFL Combine conduct in preparation for his pro
is one large job interview where fessional career has been lacklus
accomplished athletes are evalu ter and disappointing. Normally,
ated on every aspect of their ama a player possessing Smith's size
teur career. There are some players and athletic ability doesn't need to
who maintain a level of profes worry about his immediate future
sionalism that makes them appear regarding the NFL.
But given the recent circum
desirable to have on a team, such
as Georgia quarterback Matthew stances of his attitude toward his
Stafford. However, there also exist future employment, Smith now
players like Alabama offensive faces an uphill battle to prove that
tackle Andre Smith who, knowing not only does he belong to the
that they possess superior talent exclusive club of NFL players but
to their peers, act in ways that is that he does have the work ethic
unbecoming in a professional en required to stay around for longer
than three to five years.
vironment.
In the NFL, disruptive at
Take this opportunity to
search Andre Smith on YouTube titude is frowned upon especially
and watch a couple of videos of his since players like Chris Henry of
game film; you can see why he is Cincinnati, Adam "Pacman" Jones
considered top-five draft pick ma of Dallas, and Plaxico Burress of
terial. However, after withdrawing New York have called unwanted
from the Combine early without attention that has disrupted the
notice and subsequently apologiz team ethos. If I were a member
ing for his behavior, Smith has of the front office of one of the
figuratively shot himself in the 32 NFL teams, Eugene Monroe of
Virginia and Jason Smith Baylor
foot.
The annual NFL Combine is University appear as more desir
an invitation-only event that show able prospects at the tackle posi
cases the best talent coming out of tion because of the way they have
the college football ranks; to be conducted themselves since they
invited is an honor in itself. Smith, left their respective schools. In a
who broke NCAA regulations by league where money is discussed
contacting a sports agent too early, by the millions, Smith is now
cost his team a win in the Sugar viewed as a project that could end
Bowl through his absence and has up costing an organization too
since gained unwanted notoriety much.
One could argue that Michael
by admitting that he started his
training regimen too late and was Crabtree, the explosive wide re
ceiver from Texas Tech has made
unprepared for the Combine.
As an offensive lineman who equally bad decisions regarding
was projected as a top-five draft surgery for the stress fracture in
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his foot, but this is a poor com
parison.
There are no questions from
scouts regarding Crabtree's pro
fessional demeanor and his foot
injury is a relatively minor one
and will heal in eight to ten weeks.
As a result of choosing to have
surgery before the draft, Crabtree
couldn't perform in any exercises
involving running, most impor
tantly the 40-yard dash, but it's

important to remember that there
is significant film history that
shows Crabtree has the ability to
outrun his competition.
While he may have fallen out
of some top ten draft boards, there
is more positive talk regarding his
character than there is negative
comments.
Realistically, Smith will most
likely recover from this gaffe and
still be selected in the first round,

but his actions have cost him mil
lions and relatively, it was prob
ably a good decision to withdraw
from the Combine in preparation
for his own Pro Day. But unlike
on the silver screen, in the real
world there is not just one, but
many Will Huntings who appear
qualified for the job. The only
question is, who wants it more?
Andre Smith hasn't even an
swered.
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iCampus
How do you feel about the recent string of hate crimes
and/or the bias-motivated incidents on campus?

"It seems to be the
product of youthful
angst and not any
deep-seeded hatred."
Hunter
Burton,
Freshman, Undeclared

"Considering that our
school isn't very di
verse, that's a lot of
hate crimes in one
month. It's sad that
people would resort
to such things."

Thursday, March 5, 2009

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION
YOU WANT TO SHARE?
- The Vista encourages letters to the
editor and commentary from students,
faculty, staff, administration and commu
nity members.
- Letters to the editor and commentar
ies should be limited to 300 words, must
include writer's name and phone number
(for verification) and are subject to edit
ing for length and clarity. Please include
your year in school. The Vista does not
publish anonymous letters, letters that
are addressed to a third party or letters
that are in poor taste.
- Letters and commentaries should be
sent to letters@usdvista.com and will
go directly to the Editor in Chief and the
Opinion Editor.

- Kelly Correa, Fresh
man, Undeclared

"Injustice anywhere is
a threat to justice ev
erywhere."
Andrew
Maffey,
Senior, Nursing

"I think it's absolutely
ridiculous that hate
crimes are happening
on USD's campus and
that we aren't accept
ing of each other. I just
wish we could live in a
more diverse environ
ment."
- Madison Fenninger,
Freshman, Undeclared
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DIEGO DOGGIES BRING
BARKS OF JOY

GIOVANNI GONZALES
FFATURF FDITOR

The sound of hundreds of dog
barks happily resonante through the
air. Tails wag up and down, and the
smell of dog biscuits is in the air.
Man's best friend has always been
the faithful and playful compan
ion, his dog. Through community
support and the enthusiasm of dog
lovers, the first ever Doggie Street
Festival was held at NTC Park in
Liberty Station last weekend.
Many different organizations
such as the San Diego Humane So
ciety and the County of San Diego
Department of Animal Services
were at the event sharing informa
tion about pet adoptions and how to
get involved with different animal
organizations and societies.

The best parts
of the festival were
not educational but
about fun and en
tertainment. The day
was filled with con
tests, a pet obedience
demonstration and speakers. One
of the highlights of the day was
the Best Doggie/Person Look-ALike Contest, which was one of
the funniest displays of owner and
dog companionship that made the
crowd laugh and bark in unison.
A To event coordinator and
sophomore Lauren Millslagle the
dignity of all things is inherent.
"USD emphasizes compassion
ate service as one of the schools'
values. To me, this means animals
as well. A majority of USD stu
dents have animals at home and
I know I am not the only student
who gets the dog or cat update
from their parents," she said.
We should live in harmony
with creation and our four-legged
friends. Although, we live in a
time that is becoming increas
ingly difficult, animals are facing
similar hardships that are all too
close to being a matter of life or

death.
According to the Humane
Society of the United States, there
are about 74.8 million dogs in the
United States with 39 percent of
American households owning at
least one dog. But in the recent
economic crises more people are
forced to give up their furry com
panions because
of the hardships
they are facing
in the difficult
times.
With many
diverse adop
tion and rescue
agencies pres
ent at the event,
some dogs will
no longer have
to face the harsh
reality of life on
the street. To
Millslagle,
it
was a job well
done for all vol
unteers and par
ticipants. "It felt
so great to talk
to all the res
cues and have

them say that they have a record
number of applications in and it
was also great to hear people at the
event say that they did not know
there were so many rescues," she
said.
To students, it was more than
just a time for community service
in which they were able to get
away from their books and give
back to the community for a few
hours. To some it was a time to
relax and meet hundreds of new
faces. "Watching dogs make new
dog friends on a sunny Sunday is
the best way to procrastinate and
promote pet adoption," sophomore
Kaitlin Perry said.
Sophomore Hailey Means
found it important to volunteer be
cause of the danger that some dogs
face. "Because of the increased
rate of dogs in shelters, it is essen
tial that we do our part in helping
the problem. There were an outra
geous number of dogs present at
the festival that need homes and
even face the possibility of being
put to sleep," Means said.
Animals also face the in
creasing risk of being euthanized
because of either abandonment
or the overcrowding of facilities.
One of the main objectives of the
Doggie Day Festival was to bring
to the forefront this issue and what
we can do to change it.
For Means, volunteering at
the festival was not something
easily planned. "Volunteering at
the Doggie Day Festival was very
important to me and it was not
something that was done spur of
the moment. The other volunteers
and myself have been working for
months in the office, to help pre
pare for this event. By just walk
ing around the festival and looking
at all of the cute puppy faces with
no home, I think it is very easy to
understand why we spent months
preparing for this event," she said.
For many students, getting
involved is something that is all
too familiar. Whether it is Greek
life, honor societies or friends
getting together, volunteering is
a cornerstone of a USD educa
tion. Volunteering is a great way
to learn about the issues that affect
the local San Diego community
and it is also a way to get involved

and meet new people.
At the festival, volunteers
were meeting more than just
people. "Spending a day playing
with hundreds of adorable dogs is
not too difficult," Means said.
There are many different ways
to get involved with the local pet
community. If you are interested
in volunteering with a local shelter
or adoption agency, you can go to
the Doggie Day Festival website
and browse through the many
diverse participants. You can also
contact the Humane Society and
San Diego Department of Animal
services for many volunteer op
portunities. "I strongly encourage
dog loving students to consider
volunteering at local rescues. They
always need help. Oftentimes,
they just need help at the adoption
events for a few hours. If you care
about dogs check out some of the
local rescues and get involved,"
Millslagle said.
Doggie Street Festival
doggiestreetfesti val .org
The San Diego Humane
Society and SPCA
5500 Gaines Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 299-7012
sdhumane.org
The San Diego Department
of Animal Services
5480 Gaines Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 236-4250
sddac.com

LEFT TO RIGHT: SOPHOMORE
HAILEY MEANS, JUNIOR EMILEE HER
NANDEZ AND SOPHOMORES KAITLIN
PERRY AND LAUREN MILLSLAGLE, USD
STUDENTS AT THE DOGGIE STREET
FESTIVAL.

Feature Editor: Giovanni Gonzales
Asst. Feature Editor: Cynthia Duncan
ggonzales@usdvista.com
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zpizza Winter Specials
•All day Monday Study Break: 20%
off all orders w/USD ID (excluding
delivery)
•All day Tuesday BOGO: Buy one
large or XL, get one free

zpizza Menu Updates

z pizza

•All pizza crust now exclusively
100%certified organic wheat
*1/2 sandwich & V2 salad w/bev.
special served all day long
•Gluten free crust now available for
all small pizzas (extra charge)

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista
5175 Linda Vista Road, Suite 106
San Diego, CA92110

(619) 272-0022
Online ordering at www, zpizzaMOW
Sunday- Thursday: 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m. to 10:00p.m.

Delivery available all day
We provide catering and fundraising events
for USD student organizations

USD CampusCash Accepted
AZUSA J HBH DESERT 4 INL%D:1EMPiRE , I - LOS ANGELES I

MURRIETA

Do you have a passion for living the
Gospel by helping people in another culture?

Rosarito Inn
Ocean Front Condominium Suites
Located 1/2 a block from
Papas & Beer

Win a free mission trip to

If you are between 18 and 35 years old,
Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers invite
you to enter a contest for your chance

Toll Free
(888)849-4500

to experience a taste of overseas
mission with us!

Just send us a short video that shows you
engaged in community service and you could
be the winner of Explore My Mission in Brazil!

Learn more details at

Padres y Hermanos

www.exploremymission.org d VIARYKNOLL

For Reservations
reservations@rosaritoinn.com
www.rosaritoinn.com

$55.00

t Bedroom $22000 a night (Max 4 guests). 21

per night, per person
1 Bedroom - 4 guests

^ $27000 a night (Max 6 guests), 3

$320,00 a rwjht (Ma* 8 guests)
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A&C Editor: Kaitlin Perry
kperry@usdvista.com

USD's underground art community: The Basement Society
JUSTINE MARZONI

STAFF WRITFR

Art for
art's sake
•

As an appreciator of many
different kinds of art and their
respective media, one might be
surprised to find that I suck at
it. For example, my sister gave
me one of her canvases to paint
when I was feeling especially
creative one night, and all I
could do was paint the entire
thing hot pink. No little people
or flowers, just a color.
I love music (it's kind of
my life) but I can't play an in
strument or write song lyrics. I
love portraits but I can't even
draw eyebrows. I love sketches
but I can't sketch. It's a truly
sad and deprived existence. But
because I can do none of the
above, I feel that I appreciate
it more. I'm more sensitive to
subtle tones or notes or hidden
meanings in lyrics and poetry.
The one person that I'm
completely jealous of, besides
Jenny Lewis and every member
of WHY?, is my younger sister.
She can play guitar, write com
pelling lyrics and paint beauti
ful images on canvas, paper
and, my favorite, Polaroids.
My sister got a Polaroid
camera for Christmas and has
put the device to the most inno
vative use I've ever seen. Now,
I know people write on Polaroid
pictures all the time, it's nothing
new to deface the instant film.
But my sister goes crazy. She
draws completely new images
over the ones already captured
in time. She adds people, adds a
shirt, a cat, penguin, what have
you. And she does it all with a
Sharpie. It's incredible to see a
photo transform in that way.
She has expanded the
technique to the rejects of my
parents' photo collections. One
of my personal favorites is an
image of my mom's friend back
in the '60s, looking in a mirror
above a dresser covered with all
kinds of trinkets and perfumes.
My sister added intricate wings
to the woman and proceeded to
draw their flawless reflections
onto the mirror.
My other favorite is a
picture of my sister as a baby
sitting on the carpet looking up
at the camera. She drew a va
riety of shoes surrounding her,
as though she was on a ground
surrounded by high foot traffic.

Few USD students prob
ably know about the imaginative,
thought-provoking and sometimes
strange creations that are produced
on the bottom floor of Camino Hall.
And even fewer people are aware
of the student-run organization that
resides there.
The properly named Basement
Society is a student-run organiza
tion dedicated to promote and
encourage fine arts at USD. The
organization was started two years
ago by a group of art majors who
yearned for an artistic community
that USD lacked. Since its concep
tion, USD art students have worked
together to make sure that their
fellow students and artists have
space to showcase their work.
"The art department is very
small and we felt that apart from
our art teachers, who are great, USD
did not really give us the space or
the inspiration we needed to con
tinue growing as artists outside the
classrooms," founder and President
of the Basement Society Tatiana
Ortiz-Rubio said. "So we decided

to take matters into our own hands,
and we began doing student art
shows every semester, have artist
talks and movie nights."
So far. the organization has
brought two local artists to USD
to talk about their work. The club

fourth semi-annual student show
will be open for viewing through
Friday in UC Forum AB.
Student art shows are im
portant to the Basement Society
because learning how to set up an
exhibition and taking work from

"The art department is very small
and we felt that apart from our art
teachers, USD did not give us the
space or the inspiration we needed
to continue growing as artists outside
the classroom"
also hosts weekly movie nights in
the Senior Studios with discussions
that follow.
Another goal that the Basement Society has been successful
in accomplishing is giving USD
students a place to feature their own
original artwork. So far they have
put up three art shows and their

the studio to the public is a critical aspect of education as an artist,
The organization of the show has
no help from teachers, other than
encouraging their students to lend a
hand, so it is completely put together by students. This week's show is
the first to be granted more than one
day in the UC. The exhibits accept

all materials, levels, mediums, and
themes as long as they are approved
by the University Design office,
and the show is open to all USD
students no matter their majors or
minors.
Although the Basement So
ciety has done well with the re
sources they have, the members
still struggle to keep their organi
zation running. "I am graduating
this semester and I have barely
managed to keep the organization
alive, so my primary hope is that it
won't disappear," Ortiz-Rubio said.
"The main thing that I hope this
organization can do if it lives on is
to begin involving the whole USD
community into the visual arts...
There are so many ways in which
the culture of USD can be enriched
by art and consequently improve
the involvement of art students in
the USD community."
To help support the Basement
Society, look out for upcoming art
events around campus and visit the
Student Art Show in UC Forum
AB. And, if you get a chance, take
a stroll through the halls of down
stairs Camino; you may be pleas
antly surprised.

The "status" on USD band, Bombay Status
CARLY STUDER
When walking down the
sidewalk in front of the Immaculata with either a cell phone
or headphones attached to your
ear, you might be missing out on
something.
The people you pass could
be the next big thing. Take Ryan
Raymundo for example. This
recent transfer student came
from Connecticut to live with his
fellow bandmates Koji Chavez
(lead vocals), Danny Neudorf
(bass) and Daniel Ezroj (drums)
that he met at Semester at Sea.
Bombay Status is a wellrounded infusion of different
influences, but at the core of their
melodies it is easy to see that The
Beatles have been their main in
spiration.
A copulation of keys, guitar,
bass and drum is mixed for an
interesting product. Ezroj listens
to reggae, Neudorf listens to hard

rock and Raymundo and Chavez
listen to a mixture of The Beatles
and dance music. When asked
what genre Raymundo would
classify his band, he hesitated
then said, "It's the Beatles meets
Daft Punk; it is just something
you have to come and listen to
yourself."
Raymundo contributes to the
band by playing two keyboards.
He took piano lessons from a nun
for seven years, beginning when
he was in kindergarten, and has
played ever since. At his first
recital, a viewer asked for his
autograph for when he became
famous. "I just want to make it
worth something for them," said
Raymundo
Bombay Status is more than
just a hobby for Raymundo, but
Chavez was recently accepted to
Stanford, leaving the future of
the band uncertain. Nonetheless,
they are all best friends that put a
lot of time into their band. They
practice together four times a

week for three hours. Raymundo
stays busy mostly with school
and practice.
Overall, Bombay Status is
the "most interesting story in
my life," Raymundo said. It is
something that has allowed him
to travel to San Diego and San

Francisco, which allowed him
to play at Kanes, Radio Room,
UCSD and USD. He believes
in his band because they have,
"good songwriting to offer in
stead of using auto-recorders or
being music that is just driven by
money."

FILM

Slumdog Millionaire

The Sandlot

Charlie Bartlett

MUSIC

Chungking

Rise Against

"Don Gon Do It"
The Rapture

sSTAFF WRITFR

CARLY STUDER

Ryan Raymundo plays keyboards in his band, Bombay Status.

Here's a portrait of Obama
that she did on top of a Polaroid
picture of a USA sign. It's kind
of impressive.

TELEVISION
KELSEY PERRY

BHHI
The Hills

Scrubs

Everyday Italian With Giada

X4
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS
Getting to know Sacramento folk-band, Two Sheds
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR

DOOM releases
new solo album
Hip hop's biggest villain,
Daniel Dumile (more famously
known as MF DOOM) is set to
wreak havoc on hip hop with a
new solo album after a lengthy
five year hiatus. Although Dumile
has been actively collaborat
ing with artists like Madlib and
Danger Mouse, "Born Like This"
will herald the return of Dumile's
alter-ego MF DOOM, who is
now known simply as DOOM.
DOOM's persona borrows
heavily from his comic book in
spiration, Doctor Doom, who is a
fictional character from the Fan
tastic Four comic book franchise.
Originally known as Zev Love X
in the early 90's, DOOM took a
number of years off after the loss
of his brother, only to return with
a new identity and a penchant for
wearing masks while perform
ing.
The promo sampler for
"Born Like This" features five
tracks, and is definitely in line
with DOOM'S original rap stylings. The album is heavy with
samples from vintage television
shows, giving it a retro-esque
feel similar to his last solo album
as MF DOOM, "MM..Food."
The tracks are shorter than
typical hip hop tracks with some
running as short as a minute and
30 seconds. Tracks focus more
on concise rapping rather than
choruses or other elements that
would normally affect radioplayability.
The production style is a far
cry from contemporary hip hop,
and is a throwback to the days of
90's hip hop. Most of the tracks
feature a story-line, with narra
tives dominating the songs rather
than hooks or smack-talking.
Although I'm glad DOOM is
coming out with a new album, I
can't help but wish that it was an
other album produced by Danger
Mouse. I love his work as MF
DOOM and Viktor Vaughn, but
"The Mouse and the Mask" is one
of my favorite hip hop albums of
all time.
DOOM's skills as a pro
ducer are reflected in his "Special
Herbs" series, but I would love
for DOOM and Danger Mouse
to make an album that doesn't
entirely promote Cartoon Net
work's Adult Swim. Look for
"Born Like This" at your favorite
record store or iTunes on March
24.

An interesting blend of blues,
neo-soul and folk, Sacramentobased Two Sheds is quintessentially Americana.
The band started a few years
ago as a weeknight habit for bandmate Caitlin Gutenberger, Chris
Gutenberger and their guitarplaying friend Rusty Miller, but
things quickly progressed. Though
she initially started out playing the
drums, Caitlin is the current frontwoman of the group. While cruis
ing down 1-5 on her way to a show,
she made some time to chat with
The Vista about Two Sheds' musi
cal endeavors.
Caitlin describes Two Sheds'
transition from jamming to actu
alization casually: "Some time in
2004 we wrote a song, and then
more songs followed quickly. We
started practicing the songs togeth
er. I switched to guitar/vocals and
Rusty got behind the drum set."
From there, they booked a
few shows, got a good response,
and then were signed by Filter Re
cordings, who they met through a
contest at Sonic Bids. They have
been working with Filter for a little
over a year, something Two Sheds
is excited about. Though Caitlin
says they "haven't had a hit yet or
anything outside of college radio
airplay," she is optimistic about the
band's growing fan base.
Though their music sounds
calm and soothing on their record

it
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cluded in what they call the "Sheds
Emeriti."
Hailed by the San Diego City
Beat as a "fantastic debut.. .Think
Mazzy Star on the back of a flat
bed Chevy truck," the band has al
ready accrued quite the San Diego
following. Caitlin recalls that they
have played several San Diego
venues, including The Whistle Stop
and The Casbah, where Caitlin says
"there always seem to be a lot of
cool people just hanging out there.

It's filled with good vibes."
Two Sheds will make their return
to San Diego again on March 26,
when they will be playing a free
show at the hipster hangout Bar
Pink in North Park. San Diego is
one of the last stops on their cur
rent tour, which is scheduled to ran
through Texas, Utah, New Mexico
and California.
More info: Ilovetwosheds.
com. Caitlin recommends the track
"It's Hard."

Producers of electronic concerts HARDfest
bring HARD 13 to Los Angeles March 13
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITER
The producers of HARD
Haunted Mansion,HARD Summer
Fest and HARD New Years are
doing it again. This time, they
will be pulling together another
legendary multi-act bill featuring
top DJs, electronic, hip-hop and
trance artists on the cryptic date of
Friday, March 13. Known for epic
parties featuring non-stop dancing
and specialized electronic sets,
HARD 13 will be a continuation
of the same rave phenomenon.
Hosted at the legendary Shrine
Auditorium in downtown Los An
geles (nearly adjacent to the USC
campus), HARD 13 promises to
continue the lucky streak, despite
its unlucky date.
Considering the event is
co-sponsored by Boyz Noise
records, it is no surprise that the
24-year-old DJ will be perform

ing at HARD 13. German-bom
and raised, Boyz Noise belies his
stage name as he truly is only
one boy who can make a whole
lot of noise via his spinning and
production skills. Known for his
work on songs ranging from Feist
to Marilyn Manson, his live show
is known for its unique and unex
pected unpredictability.
Boyz Noise will share the
stage with Diplo, a Phillidelphiabased DJ originally discovered by
M.I .A. in a bar in London. After
their chance meeting, Diplo went
on to tour with M.I.A. as her DJ,
and then record the highly regarded
"Piracy Funds Terrorism Volume
1" together. Recently, he has been
recognized for his collaborative
work with artists like Santogold,
Spank Rock and Amanda Blank.
Diplo's set promises to showcase
quite a bit of balle funk, a genre
of dance music found originally in
Brazil.
Other notable performers

include Erol Alkan, LA Riots
and Destructo. Erol Alkan is a
London-based DJ made famous
by his trendy nightclub, Trash,
which saw performances by artists
like Peaches, Bloc Party and LCD
Soundsystem. Los Angeles' own
LA Riots is a team of two local
DJs dedicated to pumping out
club hits, with great success so far.
With over 20 years of combined
experience in the electronic music
scene, the duo remixes artists such
as Chromeo, VHS or Beta and
Photek.
The work of these artists (and
many others) will rage through the
night; though doors open at 8 p.m.,
HARD's last scheduled set begins
at 3 a.m. The outdoor stages face
each other, offering pure rave-like
madness that is growing to be so
popular in Los Angeles. Tickets
are currently $40, but may raise
to $50 depending on how quickly
tickets sell. Given the past events'
widespread success on the rave

scene (their Oct. 2008 Halloween
show sold out), interested parties
should get their tickets while they
last. And for $125, VIP service in
cluding an open bar and line-free
entry is available.

What song annoys you the most?

IM& mmm*
•

ings. Two Sheds describes their live
shows as very different from their
recorded material. Live they lean
towards an electronic sound, thanks
to the addition of James Finch on
guitar.
The two main sheds in the
band remain founding vocalist
Caitlin and her bass-playing hus
band Johnny, but their sound is
fleshed out via accompaniment by
two guitarists, percussionist, and
various other instrumentalists in
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Thinks My Tractor's

"You're Beautiful"
by James Blunt

Sexy"

"Rap"

by Kenny Chesney

by Joaquin Phoenix

"Kiss Me Through the
Phone"
by Soulja Boy

Lauren Blaney '09

Johnny Harrari '10

Andrew Feld !10

Alexandra Ponce '11

Comm Major

Comm Major

Comm Major

Comm Major
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THEATER & FILM
The Vista sits down with the writers, directors
and stars of the comedy, "Miss March"
OLIVIA BURD

STAFF WRITFR

"Miss March" might look and
sound like a road trip, sex comedy,
but to give this movie that catego
rization would be limiting. It does
include a ridiculous road trip with
surreal characters, a womanizing
rapper with a shameful secret, and
bizarre incidents such as a scene
with a firefighter truck chase. But
the tone of the film is so frank and
the plot realistic enough that this
adventure is somehow believable.
Zach Cregger plays Eugene, a
high school senior who falls down
the stairs on his prom night. This
is the same night he hoped to score
big with his goody two shoes girl
friend. Trevor Moore plays Tucker,
the jerk best friend who means well
enough to literally smack Eugene
back into reality after years in a
coma and force him into a cross
country quest for the long-lost girl
friend, who is now a Playboy Cen
terfold. Both Cregger and Moore
are from Whitest Kids U' Know
comedy troupe and TV show. Sara
Jean Underwood, a regular on El's
"The Girls Next Door," also has a
small part in the film. All three took
some time out of a busy press tour
to chat about their new movie.

Hefner? Was he actually this avun
cular, wise father figure?
TM: He makes little jokes. It's a
little stressful when you're about
to meet him—the guy's an icon.
Even if you're not a rabid Playboy
fan, everyone knows he's a pretty
powerful guy. But he's warm and
made me feel at ease.
SJU: There were so many lines.
[Hef] was really nervous about it!
V: The dog, Puddles, in the movie
is adorable.
TM: After we shot the movie, he
got worms and he died (laughs).
V: Sarah, I hear you're an animal
person.
ZC: We didn't know you were an
animal freak at first.
SJU: I' m more of a cat person...
Cat people are the best.
V: What do you want to say to the
college students going to see "Miss
March?"
ZC: Get ripped and go see it and
have fun.
TM: Don't let the man take away
your cats.

V: Were the other Whitest Kids
guys jealous?
TM: We didn't really want them to
be in it. The Whitest Kids movie
will be a thing in and of itself.
V: Which Whitest Kids U' Know
sketch is your favorite?
SJU: Motorcycle Mama.
V: How are you connected to the
CollegeHumor, which now has a
show on MTV.
ZC: We're friends with those guys.
Those are all New York guys.
We're at the same parties a lot.
V: How did you find yourself in
New York?
ZC: I think I took a train the first
time (laughs)...1 went to school
for a year and a half in Philadel
phia and I didn't like it. One of my
good friends said, 'I'm going to go
to New York to go to [School of
Visual Arts], And I said, 'You can
just do that? I'm coming too!'
V: What projects are you doing
now?

SJU: I actually kind of stepped out
of this whole scene. I'm going back
to Oregon and back to school, back
to normalcy for a little bit. I never
saw myself in Hollywood. I always
saw myself in Oregon doing I don't
know what. I just didn't see myself
there permanently. Who gets to say
'I lived a different life for a little
bit.' I learned a lot.
"Miss March" has the feeling
of a frat house on spring break.
Watching it was like being the
token girl in a frat house: I was a
bit uncomfortable with the subject
matter but entertained and cracking
up laughing. The movie is vulgar at
times and indiscrete, but in the end
the jokes and hilarity outweighed
the disgust. If stereotyped, it would
be dubbed as a "guy's movie," but
if you are into Judd Apatow films
the train wreck aspect of "Jackass,"
you will enjoy this movie.
You can find the "Whitest
Kids U' Know" seasons on Netflix
and Season 3 airs Tuesday nights
on the Independent Film Channel
at 7 p.m.

The Vista: Since you both wrote
and directed the movie, where did
Fox Searchlight come in the pic
ture?
Trevor Moore: It's a script that Fox
came to us with and we rewrote. It
was a pretty run of the mill road
trip, sex comedy. We wanted to
make it into a movie that we would
want to go see.
V: How was the journey from
Oregon to the Playboy Mansion?
Sara Jean Underwood: It was
really random and out of the blue.
It was just a snowball effect.
Zach Cregger: All her stories are
'I didn't try and it just happened.'
SJU: Everything just works out. If
it's meant to be, it'll be. What do
you mean 'you have to try for it?'
V: How was it working with Hugh

It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be.
It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be. It's where you want to be.

Writers' Meetings every Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in UC114B

LORI MILLSLAGLE
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Waltz with
Bashir" brings
emotion and
action in one
By complete accident, this
was my second movie in two
weeks that was set in Israel and
was in Hebrew. If I keep this up,
maybe I will be fluent by the end
of the year.
I'd heard that "Waltz with
Bashir" was a great film and I
know that it had done very well
at independent film festivals, so I
decided to give it a shot and see
if it was any good.
The film is based on a true
story. Ari Folman, the writer,
director and lead character,
goes on a completely animated
journey to interview his friends
and fellow veterans of the Is
raeli Army. He is perplexed by
his lack of memory of a bloody
mission in Lebanon. He tries to
piece together what happened
20 years ago by listening to the
stories of veterans that were in
Lebanon with him.
The distorted colors that are
achieved by the animation gives
the film a deeper mood and emo
tion that makes each scene more
meaningful. The soundtrack is
an excellent mix of American
and Israeli music about war-torn
societies. As a commentary on
what happens to soldiers men
tally, "Waltz with Bashir" does
an excellent job of not focusing
on the rights and wrongs of war,
but on the young men that have
to emotionally deal with war.
My only complaint is that the
film sometimes lacked action
and my mind would wander for
a few minutes before the scene
changed.
You can catch "Waltz with
Bashir" at the following theaters:
AMC Theatres Fashion Valley 18
7037 Friars Road, San Diego
United Artists Horton Plaza
475 Horton Plaza, San Diego
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LOCAL DINING & EVENTS
Chowin'
down at
Cafe Chloe

Bread & Cie offers authentic Parisian dining
JULIE WALSH
STAFF WRITFR

ly, tattooed employees. 1 hate to
ruin the surprise, but when you get
your number order make sure to
check out the picture underneath. 1
am slightly embarrassed to admit,
but I was completely entertained
by the picture of the small dog
with the comb-over toupee on
my order number. If you aren't as
impressed with that little creative
detail as I was I guarantee you will
be the moment you sink your teeth
into your first bite of freshly baked
bread.
The menu primarily consists
of sandwich
es,
salads,
soups, focaccia pizzas and
the option of
a
combina
tion of two
items. Each
sandwich uses
a unique com
bination
of
herbs, spreads,
and fresh veg
gies to ensure
that it is not
simply posing
as an artisan
sandwich.
Bread &
Cie is not just
a lunch spot.
Next
time
you are at the
grocery store
pass up the

Imagine yourself in a Parisian
cafe sipping on your espresso and
nibbling on a freshly baked crois
SAM WOOLLEY
sant while gazing at the Eiffel
STAFF WRITFR
Tower. Now subtract the whole
Paris and Eiffel Tower spiel and
you
have an afternoon at Bread
It was only a few years ago
that East Village, aptly named & Cie. You don't have to travel
for its positioning in regards to across the seas to get a taste of
downtown, was aflame with new Europe. Bread & Cie is known
boutiques, cafes and artistic shops. for its authentic European style
The recent economic downturn breads, gourmet sandwiches and
(aka recession) has caused many tasty treats that satisfy your sweet
of these great places to close shop. tooth.
You'll get the feel of an au
Only the strong and particularly
thentic
Parisian bakery when you
popular have survived.
see
the
French stone hearth oven
Enter Cafe Chloe. Perhaps
the existence Chloe (at 721 Ninth that takes up over half of the
Ave.) is old news to you. If so you workspace. You may not hear any
can count yourself lucky. Every French being spoken, but I can
one ought to be wise to this unas guarantee you will be engulfed in
a variety of lively conversations.
suming Parisian style cafe.
Once you get acclimated to the
The food here is as near to
busy
atmosphere of Bread & Cie,
perfect as you will find in San
Diego. It is simple, well-made, and they bombard you with an over
well-conceived. Breakfast, lunch, whelming amount of tantalizing
and dinner are served, with brunch treats that make you want to rebel
on the weekends. Dinner tends to against mom and have a couple
be the favorite of many, though of desserts for lunch rather than
certainly is the most expensive of a sandwich. The window display
shows cinnamon rolls, brownies,
the three.
Having said this, prices at muffins, croissants, scones and the
Chloe are not outrageous. For the list goes on.
Try and peel your eyes away
quality of the food they err on the
more reasonable side price-wise. from the brownies and place your
Though a portion of the menu is order with one of the many friend
ever-changing, there are select
dishes that always remain.
These dishes (like macaroni,
pancetta, and bleu d'auvergne
gratin-much more then a glorified
mac and cheese, and steak and
frites) range from $15-25. The
fish and plate of the day are op
tions I usually go with, being the
JL/"X
most interesting and unique, hover
around $20.
rT\_.r
For appetizers the Pommes
Frites are a must-try. The soup
of the day is also usually very
Taylor Flicks with The Styletones
dependable, as are the numerous
9:30 p.m. 21+$35/Adv, $37/DOS
other options (some catering to the
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
more adventurous eater).
bellyup.com
Desert and coffee at Cafe
Chloe are icing on the cake, if
Monday's Alibi, Dante's Boneyard, Tripp, Delvin
you'll forgive the trite pun. Try
Jones Band
anything they offer with choco
8 p.m. 21+ $6
late, the bread pudding and creme
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
brulee are also steadfast favorites.
canesbarandgrill.com
What Chloe provides for San
Diego eaters is a welcome change
in atmosphere and cuisine. The
owners have successfully cap
ll s r °
tured a piece of the French cafe
i p f x r
unrepresented in our city. This is a
fantastic place to go on a date, take
visiting parents or simply relax
Delta Spirit & We Barbarians and Dawes
with a coffee and do homework
9 p.m. 21+ $14
during non-peak hours. Enjoy.

Wonder Bread and opt for one of
Bread and Cie's specialty baked
loaves. There is nothing like open
ing up your sack lunch to find
your homemade turkey sandwich
is in between two slices of freshly
baked bread. Every day they bake
breads, from French baguettes to
various breads with a kick, like
the black olive or the jalapeno and
cheese loaf.
Whether you are looking
to buy a fresh loaf of bread, are
craving one of their creative sand
wiches or salads or are looking for

something sweet to accompany
your coffee and friendly conversa
tion, Bread and Cie is the place to
be.

Bread & Cie Cafe
350 University Ave.
Hillcrest
619-683-9322
Cafe Hours
Monday-Friday: 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday: 7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

SAN DIEGO EVENTS CALENDAR
Mar 10

Mar 5

XJLf

Cafe Chloe
721 Ninth Ave., No. 1
East Village
619-232-3242
Cafe Hours
Monday: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Tuesday - Friday: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Happy Hour
Monday - Thursday: 3 - 5:30 p.m.

Mar 6 I

Cross Canadian Ragweed with Stephanie Briggs

The Dave Rawlings Machine

9 p.m. 21 + $15/Adv, $17/D0S

8 p.m. 21 + $20/Adv, $22/D0S

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

bellyup.com

bellyup.com

G Love with Special Sauce with Eric Hutchinson

Jesse McCartney

8 p.m. All Ages, $22.50 - $25.50

7:30 p.m. All Ages, $25 - $30

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

hob.com

hob.com

Abigail Williams, Burning The Masses, Northwall,

Mar 11

Seconds From Disaster, Remains Forgotten, and
The Mantle
7 p.m All Ages, $10/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

BLVD, Break Science, Vokab Kompany
Fashion Whore

$10, 8:30 p.m.

9 - 1 1 p.m. FREE

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

at 1271 University Ave, SD

bellyup.com

Enjoy an electro dance party and indie fashion
show with designs by Grammatique, Disposable

Who's Bad?

Jimmy Eat World with No Knife

Income [L.A.] and Chocolate Cherries.

8 p.m. 21+$12.50-$29.50

8 p.m. All Ages, $32.50 - $37.50

House of Blues, 10555 Fifth Avenue

Flouse of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

hob.com

hob.com

Mar 9

Lindbergh Skies, Freezing Vynal, The Motives,

Mar 12

Chrysalis, Midnight Rising & The 909's
7 p.m. All Ages, $8
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

Tom Jones
8 p.m. 21 + $97/Adv
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

Lady Gaga with Chester French & White Tie Affair

bellyup.com

8 p.m. All Ages, $16 - $17.50

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk

Adele with The Script

hob.com

canesbarandgrill.com

7:30 p.m. All Ages, $12.50 - $29.50

Split Finger, Hiqh Tide, Four Minutes Till Midniqht
9 p.m. 21+$10

House of Blues, 10555 Fifth Avenue

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

If there is anything you would like to add to the

hob.com

calendar, please contact MKastner@usdvista.com.
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SITES, TRENDS & READS
SAM SHOREY

ERIN HERNANDEZ

STAFF WRITFR

STAFF WRITFR

Fashion Weekly
n

When You Are
Engulfed in
Flames"

Full body trends
Blame it on the r-r-r-recession.
Betsey Johnson and Vera Bradley
were among the fashion favorites
who didn't show in the tents for
New York's Fall 2009 Fashion
Week. But if you were like many
fashion critics who anticipated a
subtler showing from those who
did, you were wrong. So, let's take
a full-body overview of the trends
we can expect to be hitting retail
ers come autumn.
Head
Head-to-toe day-glow colors
were one of the most common
trends among designers. Pink and
red were prevalent at Oscar De
La Renta, and even the classic
Michael Kors got in on the fun
with a fuchsia fur coat. He cites
the emergence of neon as a way
to modernize the classic, flowery
prints that usually accompany fall
wardrobes. "Listen, I don't know
if nature-inspired florals
are a
really urban thing. So when you
think about fall color in New York
you think of neon. I love just the
pop of neon with all these neu
trals," Kors said in an interview
with New York Magazine's The
Cut. The result is a juxtaposition
of the receptionist and the raver; a
new take on the city lifestyle.
Shoulders
If day-glow got your blood
running to the tune of "Hungry
Like The Wolf' then this next
trend will feed you '80s frenzy:
shoulder pads. No, this is not a
joke. Silhouettes for fall outwear
have been getting progressively
more angular and bold for a few
years now, but leave it to Marc
Jacobs to go above and beyond.
Even the understated Derek Lam
showed this bold new form.
Knees
Designers gave the 80's re
vival a modern twist; accenting the
waist with belts and high waisted
trousers. Overall, the lower region

Oh My Gorsh
CollegeHumor.com

Most college students have
probably at least heard of the web
site, CollegeHumor.com. Prior to
this weekend I had heard about
it, and had even been to the site
once or twice, but that was about
it. Then I caught the "bug" that's
been going around USD, and
being confined to my room during
a perfect beach weekend meant
that I needed to find something of
value to distract my time with. So
I decided to actually spend some
time on CollegeHumor, and really
understand what it was all about
After a solid 72 hours of sleep
ing, coughing, and web-clicking, I
emerged on Monday healthier and
in an overall better mood because

David Sedaris

remained slim and tight-fitting. We
saw mid thigh biker-esque shorts
at Alexander Wang's first collec
tion since winning the Council
of Fashion Designers of America
fashion fund award. Biker chic
was present in the form of leather
leggings at Richard Chai and Phi,
and overall the skinny jean still
reigns supreme,
and Toes
If you imagine wide shoul
ders and a slim waist and legs,
does the image of a lamp come to
mind? If so - consider your feet a

base, it's best not to remain
top heavy. Shoes this
season were sky high and
bold. Booties and chunky
heels were still seen on
the runway, accompanied
by the fresh appearance
of thick wrapping fabric
straps.
These are uncertain
times and that was certainly reflect
ed in the collections of designers.
Asymmetrical cuts, layered and
diverse textures, and peek-holes
reflect the shifting paradigms of

of the hilarity 1 discovered on this
website. There is seriously an end
less amount of funny videos on
this site, ranging from mini-series
like Jake & Amir, to video spoofs
("If I Were A Bro"), as well as a
compilation of other videos found
on the web, such as my latest fa
vorite, "David After Dentist."
Whats great about Colleg
eHumor is that while they come
up with new sketches, the consis
tency with their original videos
keep you coming back for more.
Some highlights of their videos
are the "Hardly Working" series,
my favorite being the "Sitcom"
sketch. Jake and Amir is clearly a
highlight, and currently has mem
bers of The Vista staff shouting out
randomly "Oh my gorsh." There
are even some instances where we
quote Amir's unforgettable freestyling: "Oh, so, yo, ho, chillin'
at the movies, watching lots of
movies." I sincerely advise anyone
reading this to go to the website
right now so you feel less out of
the loop. Then come to The Vista
writers meeting the Tuesday after
break and join us as we pretend we

too are a part of CollegeHumor.
Along with video, Colleg
eHumor has a section for articles
written by their staff or submis
sions from college students around
the United States. I read through
some of the interview articles they
have written, and they are pretty
cool, ranging from interviews
with actors, comedians and even
YouTube personalities, like Mr.
Chi City, which I've never really
seen done before.
CollegeHumor also boasts an
excellent choice of weekly col
umns to read, from Weekly WYR
(Would You Rather, a new favorite
game of mine), to a Roommate
Confessions Column, to the more
obscure Facebook
Challenge
Column. I know it's in the name
of the website, but seriously, Col
legeHumor is meant for us college
students. We are the age group that
understands and appreciates awk
ward, sexual, gross-out humor,
with a hint of intelligence.
CollegeHumor is chock-full
of links to try, videos to watch and
pictures to view. There is literally
so much to do on this website that

My mother often complains to
me that I am not a festive enough
person, a statement founded on
the facts that I will not wear red
or green on Christmas day and
1 avoid putting up any holiday
decorations. She just shakes her
head when I explain that there
is no originality in wearing red
and green on Christmas and that
if I put up any decorations then I
would have to take them down.
To prove her wrong, I de
cided that I would read some
thing holiday-oriented during the
winter break. That is how I came
across David Sedaris' "Holidays
on Ice," in which he relates his
experiences as an elf at Macy's
and how a department store man
ages to commercialize the holiday
season.
Sedaris' droll and self-dep
recating humor led me to read
\ his recent work, "When You Are
Engulfed in Flames." This book
is a collection of essays that, like
his other novel, is based on his
observations and moments in his
own life.
In each excerpt, he leads
the reader through his somewhat
backwards rationale to reach
his conclusion. He describes the
ever-pervading germ phobia that
plagues his family members, the
horror of a babysitter that he and
his siblings suffered, and his at
tempt to quit smoking that some
how ended up with him becoming
excess to deficiency. Where will a collector of trash.
fashion go next? Nobody knows,
The stories are often unbe
but something tells me that the lievable and incredulous, so much
clues may be behind us.
so that they must be true. Sedaris
will laugh at the expense of others
just as much as he will at his own,
you could keep yourself occupied an appreciable quality that makes
for days, weeks, probably a month his book appealing.
He takes some things too
if you really needed the distrac
tion. I don't know why you would, seriously and some not seriously
enough.The picture that his words
but its there just in case.
create
of the quirky, slightly crazy
CollegeHumor has also just
started a TV show on MTV, which and extremely crazy characters
I am excited to watch once I feel that he encounters provides good
like I have gotten enough out of the entertainment and a good laugh.
site that 1 can test out new terrain.
The show is basically a combo of
the original sketches, and is writ
ten by and starring the College
Humor staff. The show airs on
Sundays at 9:30/8:30 C on MTV.
They are definitely not wasting
any time getting their name onto
every available medium.
All in all, CollegeHumor is
pretty out there, sometimes awk
ward and on par with that of Mad
TV sketches or Indie Channel's
"The Whitest Kids U Know," and
I love it. I've been sitting in my
bed, sipping on my Vitamin Water
and popping amoxicillin, laughing
hysterically, by myself, all day.
I'm pretty sure my roommates
think I'm high, but I'm not high
off drugs, I'm high off CollegeHu
mor. I also have a fever.
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Perfection is
hard to come by
There are few times in
sports where a team can achieve
perfection. In some sports per
fection is nearly impossible.
In others, there comes a time
where something very special
can happen. And sometimes it
comes from a place you have not
heard about.
I'll be the first to admit that
I do not pay as much attention to
female athletics as I do male ath
letics. But I respect the women's
game enough to know about its
history.
In
Women's
College
Basketball there are two elite
programs, Tennessee and Con
necticut. While Tennessee just
celebrated Pat Summit's 1,000career Win as a head coach (an
NCAA record), the Huskies of
Connecticut are etching out a
piece of history themselves.
Last Monday, Connecticut's
head coach Geno Auriemma was
staring at seventh potential sweep
of the Big East Conference and
the chance to keep alive an unde
feated season. That's right, Con
necticut women's basketball, is
the only undefeated team in Di
vision I basketball. Not only are
they undefeated, but they have
won every single game by ten
points or more. Along the way
they also beat five ranked oppo
nents by an average of around 30
points per game.
After the game was over,
Auriemma was asked whether he
felt the team had accomplished
something big with an unde
feated regular season. Auriemma
responded by telling the reporter
that this was not the first time he
led an undefeated team into the
NCAA Tournament, and that this
all means nothing, unless they
bring home a National Champi
onship.
The team is led by a trio of
talented players. First their is
Maya Moore, who is arguably
one of the best players in the
country. Second, there is Tina
Charles, who can rebound with
any player in the country. Finally
there is the experienced Renee
Montgomery. All three of these
players are averaging more than
16 points a game in a very well
balanced offense.
What makes this team just
like the New England Patriots of
2007-2008? They are doing this
in basketball. A sport where you
play more than once a week. At
some points a college basketball
team must play three games in
one week, while also attending
classes and practicing.
The Connecticut women's
team just screams special to me.
Watching their game Monday, I
saw a team that was hitting shots
from all over the court. On top
of that they hit their free throws
as well.
The dedication that the bas
ketball team has shown over this
season, cannot be seperated by
gender. What they are doing is
an accomplishment both on and
off the court.

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

(Above) Junior outfielder James Meador hit his first homerun of the season against the Wolf Pack. Meador was greeted at the plate by team
mates junior catcher Nick McCoy and Sanchez. (Below) Sophomore Victor Sanchez makes a play on a tough ball hit by a Nevada player.

Baseball loses two, then comes back to win four
JUSTIN SAKS

STAFF WRITER

A combination of dominant
pitching and clutch hitting gave
the Toreros a 4-2 record in the gru
eling schedule where they played
six games in six days. Despite
a shocking loss to University of
Pacific, and losing two of the first
three games to start the week, the
Toreros rebounded to win their
final three games of the weekend.
The 11 th ranked Toreros split
their two-game series with the
Oklahoma Sooners. After falling
victim to an 11 -2 defeat the Toreros
stormed back the next day to hand
the Sooners their first loss of the
season. Matt Thomson collected
his first victory of the season going
five strong innings and striking out
a career-high seven batters. On the
offensive side, it was sophomore
Zach Walters going 3-for-5 with a
RBI in the Toreros' 10-7 victory
On Friday, the Pacific Tigers'
offense exploded against the Tore
ros as they picked up 17 hits while
cruising to a 14-6 victory. The
Toreros did not have to wait long
to get the feeling of defeat out of
them as they faced a double header
just one day after dropping their
season record to 3-3.
The first game of the double
header was against Kansas State
and the Toreros entered the ninth
inning with the game tied at one.
With the bases loaded and one out,
it was sophomore slugger Victor
Sanchez who came up with the
clutch hit. Sanchez smacked a
ball into shallow left field to score
teammate Tony Strazzara who led
off the inning with a single. De
spite the no decision, sophomore
pitcher Kyle Blair pitched six solid
innings for the Toreros allowing
only one run and striking out eight.
Senior Scott DeNault picked up
the victory pitching three scoreless
innings of relief.
In the second game of the
double header, this time against

Nevada, it was again clutch hit
ting by a young Torero and relief
pitching by DeNault that keyed a
Torero comeback. This time the
comeback was even more im
pressive as they entered the ninth
inning trailing by a run. The To
reros led off the inning with back
to back singles by Sean Nicol and
Chris Engell.
An error by Nevada allowed
Nicol to score on Engell's single
while Engell moved to second.
Engell moved to third on a Jose
Valerio groundout before coming
around to score the winning run on
a base hit by Walters. The hit by
Walters capped off a two-win day
not only for the Toreros but for
DeNault as well. DeNault allowed
no runs in 1.2 innings of work in
the Toreros' 5-4 win.
"It wasn't about person
ally getting the wins. It was about
coming in and giving my team a
chance to win the game. As long
as I keep it close enough for our
hitters then I have done my job,"
DeNault said.
DeNault, in his final season as
a Torero, has been a real surprise
at the back end of the bullpen. Not
only did the Toreros lose some key
members of the pitching staff to
professional baseball this past off
season, but with closer AJ Grif
fin and starter Sammy Solis out
during the weekend with injuries
it was important for other pitchers
to fill the holes.
"We lost a lot of good pitch
ers last year, a lot of whom were
good friends of mine. I learned a
lot from those guys who are now
playing professional baseball. As
a veteran member of the team I
felt responsible to take control and
fill part of the void that was left,"
DeNault said, who had one previ
ous win in his three plus seasons
with the team.
The Toreros capped off their
stretch of six games in six days
on Sunday with another win over
Nevada. Back-to-back homeruns

to left center by James
RESULTS
Meador and Sanchez in
the third inning keyed
San Diego 6 Nevada 4
the Toreros' victory.
UPCOMING GAMES
For Meador, it was a
two-run shot and his first
Home
March 5 v. SDSU
of the season while for
@SDSU
March 7 v. SDSU
Sanchez it was of the solo
variety and his second of
the year. Darrin Campbell picked be split with two games apiece at
up the win while allowing two Cunningham Stadium and Tony
runs and evening his record to 1 -1. Gwynn Stadium. SDSU is current
The save was picked up by Thom ly leading the season series 1-0,
son, his second of the year, going picking up a road victory during
one inning and allowing no hits or the first week of the season. The
Thursday and Saturday games will
runs.
The Toreros have a four-game be at USD while the Friday and
series with cross-town rival San Sunday games will be at State.
Diego State starting today that will

.©
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World Tennis Association stunned by racism at Dubai event
Andy Roddick refuses to attend Dubai tournament in protest of Shahar Peer's visa rejection
DANNY BROWN
STAFF WRITFR

Tennis fans across the globe
were shocked as Israeli conflicts
found their way into the world of
tennis. Israeli tennis star Shahar
Peer was not allowed to attend the
World Tennis Association event
in Dubai, India. In a statement
issued after the United Arab Emir
ates' last-minute decision to reject
the visa, WTA Tour CEO Larry
Scott said the tour was "deeply
disappointed" by the decision to
keep Peer from the Dubai Tennis
Championships. The tournament
included all the Top-10 women's
players in the world.
"It's disappointing
when
something like that happens. 1 do
not agree with their decision to
restrict her from the tournament,"
Tammy Kevey, University of San
Diego women's tennis player, said.
"It is unfortunate that the turmoil
and the politics of the world have
found their way into athletics and
in particular, tennis."
Peer, who is currently ranked
48th in the world, had her visa

blocked because of the continuing
conflicts between her native coun
try Israel and Arab countries. Dubai
tournament organizers stated that
if Peer had been allowed to com
pete in the tournament, the local
tennis fans would have boycotted.
"Public sentiment remains high in
the Middle East and it is believed
that Ms. Peer's presence would
have antagonized our fans who
have watched live television cov
erage of recent attacks in Gaza,"
Tournament Director Salah Tahlak
said. "We don't wish to politicize
sports."
The circumstances took an
other twist after the UAE officials
confirmed that male Israeli tennis
player Andy Ram will receive
access to a tournament in Dubai.
This came just a few days after
the denial of Peer and has caused
much criticism. Peer said she did
not want the tournament to be can
celed based on her being denied.
She does not believe that the other
players should be punished be
cause of the decision to deny her
the visa.
The UAE top official for

women's tennis has been repri
manded for the blocking of Peer in
the Dubai tournament. The UAE
and Israel do not have diplomatic
relations with one another.
However, individuals
with dual citizen
ship have been
allowed
to
enter Dubai
for business
and
sport
ing
events.
According to
Peer's brother
and spokesman,
she applied for
her visa several
months beforehand to
ensure there would be no
conflicts with the tour
nament. After applying —
for the visa, Peer was
under the impression that
she would be allowed into
the tournament.
Many United States
tennis players have spoken up
publically about these events.
The Williams sisters were very
vocal and even Andy Roddick

showed his support by not partici
pating in the event.
The WTA will proceed as
scheduled and tour officials have
already stated that they will
"review" appropriate ac
tions in regards to denial

Dubai tournament. They have
already fined the Dubai women's
tournament organizers $300,000
for their mistreatment of the situ
ation.

Men's tennis bounces
back with victory
over Anteaters
RYAN SIDHOO
STAFF WRITFR

AMY GUASCH/THE VISTA
Senior Chris Coetzee has been the backbone of the team this year, as he has led the team both on and
off the court. His doubles partner senior Dean Jackson is one of the up-and-comers on the team.

resonated with the team as they
defeated UC Irvine 5-2 to end
their three-game losing streak.
The Toreros dropped the dou
bles point but came back strong in
singles play winning four of the
five matches.
"The UC Irvine match was
sloppy, we played poor doubles
but did a good job of battling back
to win .the match in singles," An
derton said. "Against the teams
we are facing in the next week
and a half we can't do that."
The highlight of the game,
was the battle Schive had with
UCI's Zac Tsai. The game lasted
three sets, 6-3,3-6,6-2 and ended
with Schive winning the match
for the Toreros.
"It is always a good feeling
clinching, but as a team we are
yearning for more victories like
this. Hopefully we can harness
this momentum into next week,"
Schive said.
Anderton remains in high
hopes. "The most important part
of our season is coming up, filled
with opportunities and this team is
ready for a breakthrough. It's just
a matter of who is going to step
up and take this team to the next
level," he said. "We are a top 40
team and an NCAA tournament
team we just have to believe it."

Dean Jackson dragged himself
onto the campus tram heading to
the Vistas Apartments last Tuesday
afternoon. The Toreros were set to
play UC Irvine the next day and
the sweaty and exhausted Jackson
had just finished practice.
"I wanted to have a good
practice today because I was dis
appointed with our performance in
Arizona," Jackson said.
Two weekends ago, mens
tennis lost their two matches during
a tournament at the University of
Arizona. They could not overcome
the 40th ranked host Wildcats as
they dropped the match 5-2. They
also lost a close 4-3 battle to the
26th ranked Texas Tech Red Raid
ers.
Coach David Anderton was
slightly more optimistic when
describing the tournament in
Tucson.
"The Arizona trip was good
and bad. We proved that we can
play with Top 40 teams but we
have yet to prove to ourselves that
we can beat them," Anderton, the
second year assistant coach,said.
The Toreros put themselves in
a position to win against Texas Tech
after freshman Nicola Bubnic and
sophomore Nils Schive
tied the match, but fresh
RESULTS
man Tom Wolf could not
clinch the victory with a
San Diego 5 UC Irvine 2
win at the sixth position.
"We need to have
everyone show up and
UPCOMING GAMES
perform, and in both
these matches this did not
March 6 v. TCU
happen," Anderton said.
March 8 v. Oklahoma
By last Wednesday,
March 9 v. Okla. State
Anderton's words had

Fort Worth
Tulsa
Stillwater
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Bulldogs bench depth gives Toreros a tough time
Men's basketball falls to Bulldogs for the second time this season in a defensive standoff
DARREN FEENEY
STAFF WRITER

The last time Gonzaga stepped
foot inside Jenny Craig Pavilion,
they exited amid a flurry of courtrushing Torero faithful in last
years' thrilling West Coast Confer
ence Championship. The Bulldogs
returned hungry Saturday seeking
an unprecedented third 14-0 West
Coast Conference title.
Fresh off avenging an ear
lier loss with a 66-60 victory over
Portland last Thursday, San Diego
traded shots with No. 17 Gonzaga
early on, but Torero fans were
held in their seats this time around
as the Bulldogs proved to be too
much in a 58-47 defeat.
A USD victory or a Portland
win at Santa Clara would have
secured the No. 4 seed and first
round bye in the WCC Tournament
in Las Vegas this weekend. But
Santa Clara slipped past Portland
65-63 in overtime, setting up a
Friday night match-up for the To
reros against Loyola Marymount
(3-27,2-12 WCC). The Zags, who
clinched the No. 1 tournament
seed and a bye into the semifinal
round with a victory at LMU Feb.
19, completed their third sweep of
the WCC in the past six seasons.
With momentum building
and a 15-10 advantage midway
through the first half for San Diego
(15-15, 6-8 WCC), the pendulum
quickly swung once Jeremy Pargo,
the 2008 WCC Player of the Year,
converted two consecutive steals
at half court into buckets at the
other end. The thefts led to a 10-0
run for the Zags from which the
Toreros would never recover.
"That's a dang good team,"
head coach Bill Grier said. "You
have to play darn near perfect to
beat them."
Grier would know after
serving as an assistant coach at
Gonzaga for 16 years, including
the final eight seasons as a top as
sistant, before taking over as the
Toreros'coach last season.
The Zags (23-5, 14-0 WCC)
held USD to 18 points in the first
half and the Toreros' shooting
percentages for the game were
37.2 overall (16-for-43), 31.3 from
3-point range (5-for-16) and 66.7
(10-for-15) from the free-throw
line
"There's a reason why they
are the No. 1 defensive field-goalpercentage team in the country,"
Grier said. "They are so long and
when they start switching we can't
get clean looks making it very
tough to score."
"A big point in that game,"
Grier said, "was when Pargo got
back-to-back steals.
It really
changed the momentum and we
just weren't able to steer the ship
back in our direction offensively."
The USD faithful gave their
farewell to Gyno Pomare, the
all-time leader in points and re
bounds, with a standing ovation as
he exited the floor before the end
of regulation for the last time.
"I couldn't have asked for
a better scenario other than win
ning," Pomare said of his last
home game. "I've spent a lot of
years here at USD, I'm going to
miss it."
Pomare and junior guard
De'Jon Jackson, the only Toreros
in double figures, had 12 points
apiece. Four Zags reached double
figures, led by junior guard Matt

ToreroNation was out in full force for the Gonzaga game. Though the crowd was loud and spirited, it was not enough as the Toreros lost.

Bouldins' 15 points.
Jackson, who also had six re
bounds and five assists, continues
to shoulder the load for San Diego
in the absence of guards Brandon
Johnson (injury) and Trumaine
Johnson (transfer).
"We stayed close to them until
they got a couple of turnovers and
got on a roll," Jackson said. "Usu
ally Gonzaga scores into the 70s,
but we held them to 58, so I think
if we knock down shots and don't
make turnovers that give them
dunks and layups, we've got a
chance to beat them."
It would take two WCC
Tournament wins for USD to get
another shot at Gonzaga. But it
was not a lost week for the Toreros
as Thursday's victory over secondplace Portland (18-11, 9-5 WCC)
gives them considerable momen
tum as they head to Las Vegas.
Jackson, who made the move
over to the point guard spot just
four games ago, turned in another
solid effort, tossing in 13 points
along with a game-high six assists
and only one turnover in 35 min
utes of action. Jackson also com
pleted the task of limiting Pilots
point guard T.J. Campbell, who
averages 11.4 points and 5 assists,
to six points and three assists.
"Coach told me this is my
time to take over the team. This is
a big part of my life, I live for it
and I'm enjoying it," Jackson said.
"I'm real comfortable right now
handling the ball and finding my
teammates when they get open.
That's what me and coach have
been talking about a lot - taking
care of the ball and playing as a

team."
Playing one of its more ef
ficient halves of the season, USD
opened as much as a 12-point lead
in the first 12 minutes of the game
and went to the halftime break
with a 31 -24 advantage.
Sophomore guard Matt Donled the Toreros in scoring with
17 points and provided the neces
sary perimeter shooting to keep
the Pilots' defense honest. Donhit his first three shots, two of
them 3-pointers, as USD built its
first-half cushion. Another Dorr
3-pointer and his 6-for-6 shoot
ing from the free throw line in the
second half helped turn back Port
land after the Pilots (18-10, 9-4)
had tied things up in the first six
minutes of the second half.
"Starting with the way we
played in our loss to St. Mary's
(65-61), we have taken a more
mature approach which has built
some confidence and it has shown
in our past few games as we head
to Las Vegas," Grier said.
San Diego now faces the
task of winning four games in
four nights during the conference
tournament to successfully defend
their WCC Tournament title.
Entering tournament play last
season, the Toreros were not given
a fighting chance, and they find
themselves in familiar territory
again this year.
"Everyone in our locker room
wants to play right now but we
have to wait," Jackson said. "We
all still want to take the conference
tournament and everybody's still
believing."

RESULTS
Gonzaga

58

San Diego

47

UPCOMING GAMES
March 6
March 7-9

v. LMU
WCC Tournament

Las Vegas
Las Vegas

Sophomore forward Rob Jones had a solid game against the Bull
dogs. Jones' recent struggles have subsided and he is
improving.

